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ABSTRACT 

 

This practice-led research masters produced four musical compositions exploring 

concepts of Perspectivism, musical minimalist aesthetics and improvisation to create 

contrasting sonic environments in a site-specific performance space. The 

compositions, which combine live acoustic performance with live & pre-composed 

electronic performance, all adopt a particular spatial approach I call The Triadic 

Space Layout, in which the musicians and loudspeakers are ‘fractured’ between three 

rooms, creating distinct yet related sonic environments.  

 

Through an iterative process of reflective practice, two broad compositional 

approaches were settled upon, termed Sonic Environmental Perspectivism and 

Improvisational Perspectivism. This exegesis describes four final compositions that 

represent the culmination of this process of reflective practice, and demonstrate these 

compositional approaches. 

 

Compositions Lady Fanboy and Snorkel’s Dark Room sonically distinguish each 

room of The Triadic Space Layout through either harmonic or tonal registers of the 

pre-composed electronics. These compositions utilise graphic scores to guide the 

musicians’ performances. This approach is titled Sonic Environmental Perspectivism.  

SWEET SWEET and Dancing Squares utilise the musicians’ improvisations to 

sonically differentiate each room as they receive identical pre-composed electronic 

music. This compositional approach was titled Improvisational Perspectivism.  
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Dancing Squares and Lady Fanboy are ‘performative’ in the sense of requiring an 

electronics operator (laptop performer) to perform with the musicians, while SWEET 

SWEET and Snorkel's Dark Room use predetermined tempo-processes to guide their 

teleological movement and were influenced by process-based minimalist music.  

 

I discovered that compositions exploring Sonic Environmental Perspectivism were 

best suited to structured improvisatory approaches, using graphic and traditionally 

notated scores to guide the musicians—an approach I refer to as Controlled 

Improvisation. Compositions that explored Improvisational Perspectivism were better 

suited to 'open’ improvisational approaches, in which musicians were given broad 

scope for improvisation. Open improvisational compositions did not use scores. 
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Introduction 

 

This practice-led research masters drew upon compositional principals from musical 

minimalist paradigms to produce four compositions that created contrasting sonic 

environments in a site-specific space. The compositions were titled SWEET SWEET, 

Snorkel’s Dark Room, Dancing Squares and Lady Fanboy. The final compositions 

channelled pre-composed electronics to live musicians in three adjacent rooms in a 

performance space layout entitled The Triadic Space Layout. Graphic scores guided 

the musicians’ performances for Snorkel’s Dark Room and Lady Fanboy, while in 

Dancing Squares and SWEET SWEET, the musicians improvised within broad 

frameworks, which were communicated through verbal and written instructions. In 

each composition, the sonic environment of each room was defined either through 

harmonic variations, tonal registers or the musicians’ performances.  

 

Lady Fanboy and Dancing Squares require an electronics operator (laptop performer) 

to accompany the musicians. Certain musical parameters have been pre-written in 

these compositions, such as the harmonic structures and instrumentation of the pre-

composed electronics. The electronics operator determines the teleological 

development of the composition through live mixing the pre-composed electronics 

and triggering the movements of each composition. The term 'performative 

composition' is used to describe this approach. Snorkel's Dark Room and SWEET 

SWEET's teleological structures are guided by a tempo-process and require no 

intervention once commenced.  
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The compositions were the consolidation of research that aimed to problematise how 

minimalism, a modernist musical paradigm, could be reimagined through postmodern 

literature and/or ideology. The discovery of Perspectivism (a postmodern paradigm) 

inspired me to create a practice whereby musical components, such as harmony and 

tonal registers, were dispersed between different rooms of a performance space. 

Musicians were placed in each room and improvised independently to the musical 

material they perceived. The final compositions were the consolidation of 

experiments undertaken between July 2014 and June 2015. The research project was 

titled ASKEW and the performance experiments were titled Entry Series.  

 

The final compositions appropriated from the minimalist tradition: sustained pitches 

and drones, (inspired by the music of La Monte Young); a reduced amount of musical 

material to create elongated compositional approaches; and process-based 

compositional structures. The pre-composed electronics were created using Sibelius 7, 

Ableton Live (Ableton) and Logic Pro X (Logic). Sample libraries, environmental and 

found sounds were used to craft the sonic qualities of the pre-composed electronics.  

 

Motivation 

Prior to commencing this research project, I composed and performed for the nu-jazz 

/ post-minimalist ensemble Mooshim. My practice involved combining what I 

believed to be minimalist compositional techniques with modal improvisation. My 

improvisational influences arrived from modal jazz artists such as John Coltrane, 

while the minimalist composers Steve Reich and Terry Riley influenced the form, 

structure and aesthetics of my compositions.   
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My practice had become stagnant and uninspired, due to what I felt as a lack of 

knowledge and insight into my field of music. I wanted to conduct research focused 

on combining minimalist composition and modal jazz improvisation. At the outset, 

my research by artistic practice intended to explore musical improvisation in the 

context of musical minimalist and post-minimalist composition to overcome artistic 

and aesthetic limitations within my practice.  

 

Approach 

By reviewing literature discussing minimalism, and immersing myself in the creative 

works of minimalist and post-minimalist artists as well as through initial 

experimentations, I was led to develop a compositional model that created contrasting 

sonic environments by combining minimalist aesthetics, instrumental improvisation, 

pre-composed electronics and graphic scores to be performed in a particular spatial 

arrangement, which I have entitled The Triadic Space Layout.  

 

Philosophical Points of Departure  

The contextual review aimed to broaden my understanding of minimalist and post-

minimalist music by researching the compositional, musicological and philosophical 

context of these fields. Although post-minimalist music had no direct influence on the 

final compositions, literature discussing philosophical perspectives on the arrival and 

ontology of minimalism and post-minimalism transformed how I conceptualised my 

compositional practice (Fink, 2005; Mertens & Hautekiet, 1983). I became 

particularly focused on literature viewing minimalism and post-minimalism within the 

cultural movements of modernism and postmodernism. A significant proportion of 

this literature framed minimalism as the continuation of modernism, while post-
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minimalism was defined as a postmodern musical paradigm (Bakker, 2011; Carl, 

1989; Cervo, 1999; Williams, 2009, p. 7).   

 

Following the contextual review I came to recognise my earlier compositional 

practice as post-minimalist (and therefore postmodern) rather than minimalist (i.e., 

modernist) (Bakker, 2011; Cervo, 1999; Hassan, 2001; J. D. Kramer, 2002). 

Throughout this research, my artistic interests shifted to earlier minimalist musical 

works and I became focused on writing drone and process-based minimalist inspired 

music that would be considered 'modernist' by certain authors (Bakker, 2011; Cervo, 

1999; Potter, 2000, p. 10). Simultaneously however, I considered how alternative 

postmodern theories could influence or inspire my compositions. I concentrated on 

authors such as Jacque Lacan, Jean Baudrillard and Jacques Derrida, who discussed 

subjectivity, language and reality itself as being fractured and decentralised in the 

postmodern condition (Derrida, 1982; L. Kramer, 2002; Reynolds, 2010; Sharpe, 

2005).  These topics will be discussed in chapters 1.1, 1.2 & 1.3.  

 

Perspectivism 

Researching the abovementioned authors led me to the philosophical paradigm of 

Perspectivism, which became a central focus of inspiration to my compositional 

practice and was discovered while investigating the meaning of pluralism in 

postmodern theory. Perspectivism is a term used to describe Fredrick Nietzsche’s 

epistemological and ontological theories that speculated that the experience and 

interpretation of reality could only exist through subjective perspectives (Franklin, 

1997; Grumberg, 2013).  
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My research became focused on conceptualising how Perspectivism, a postmodern 

philosophy, could practically reform my minimalist inspired practice, which I 

believed emerged from a modernist ideology. Towards the conclusion of this project, 

I reconsidered my position on the dichotomous debate that pidgeonholes minimalism 

and post-minimalism in modernism and postmodernism respectively. Indeed the 

process of reifying these abstract notions into concrete aesthetic outputs led to a 

reappraisal of this simple dichotomy, concluding that a more nuanced narrative is 

needed to describe the spectrum of music covered by these terms. 

 

Research Design 

From July 2014 to June 2015, I conducted eight performances that explored 

Perspectivism within my compositional practice. The project was named ASKEW and 

the concerts titled Entry Series. While each performance experimented with differing 

technological, compositional and spatial approaches, they all consisted of pre-

composed material, which was written in a digital environment, and channelled 

through speakers that were spatialised in site-specific venues to improvising 

musicians. Although the Entry Series could have included a range of instrumentalists, 

string performers were chosen due to their diversity.  

 

Virtually every facet of my practice drastically changed over the course of research 

with the final artistic outputs being almost unrecognizable from my first composition 

Music for Wallpaper (2014). Following each performance, feedback sessions were 

held to discuss the success and/or downfalls of the performances. This feedback 

strongly contributed to the final creative works. The final compositions consolidated 

successful research discoveries made during Entry Series, with November Entry, 
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September Entry, March Entry and May Entry having profound influences on the final 

compositions.  

 

At the conclusion of experimentation, exploring Perspectivism in composition 

became practically realised as: 

 

• Creating contrasting sonic environments within a site-specific space using 

minimalist aesthetics, pre-composed electronics and instrumental 

improvisation. 

 

The site-specific layout was titled The Triadic Space Layout, and consisted of three 

musicians and speakers separated into three individual rooms. Pre-composed 

electronics were channelled to the musicians who used ‘Open’ and ‘Controlled’ 

improvisational approaches to outline the unique sonic environments of each room.  

 

Compositional Approaches 

Two compositional approaches were developed to distinguish each sonic 

environment:  

1) Sonic Environmental Perspectivism. This compositional approach 

distinguishes each sonic environment by directly sending contrasting 

harmonic or registeral musical material to each room. Scores containing 

graphics and traditional notation guide the musicians’ improvisations while 

they also (partially) contribute to the differing sonic environments. This 

improvisational approach was referred to as ‘Controlled’ improvisation. 

Snorkel’s Dark Rom and Lady Fanboy adopted this compositional model. 
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2) Improvisational Perspectivism. The sonic environments are distinguished 

solely through the musicians’ improvisations. Surround sound tools channel 

identical pre-composed musical material throughout The Triadic Space 

Layout. The musician’s are provided a broad scope for improvisation, which is 

referred to as ‘Open’ improvisation. SWEET SWEET and Dancing Squares 

adopt this compositional approach.  

 

 

The Final Compositions  

The project culminated in four final compositions, titled SWEET SWEET, Snorkel’s 

Dark Room, Dancing Squares and Lady Fanboy. Each work adopts one of the 

abovementioned approaches to musical Perspectivism while containing the following 

similarities and differences:   

 

• Each compositions structure consists of four to six harmonic movements, 

while the pre-composed electronics contain minimal pitch material. With the 

exception of the musician’s scrolling graphic score in Snorkel’s Dark Room, 

all final compositions explore cyclical compositional approaches;  

• All compositions contain slowly evolving teleological development to provide 

musicians flexibility while performing with the pre-composed electronics;  

• SWEET SWEET and Snorkel’s Dark Room use process-based compositional 

approaches to facilitate slow teleological development; 
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• Dancing Squares and Lady Fanboy use performative compositional 

approaches to achieve slow teleological development and require an 

electronics operator (laptop improviser); 

• Drones, electronic drums, found and environmental sounds provide the 

musical material of the pre-composed electronics for each composition.  

 

SWEET SWEET adopts a tempo-process that guides its structure and teleological 

development while exploring Improvisational Perspectivism. Audiences have 

described SWEET SWEET as capturing a 'post-apocalyptic' aesthetic. The musicians 

define each sonic environment through their ‘Open’ improvisational approaches while 

responding to identical pre-composed musical material that is channelled through The 

Triadic Space Layout via surround sound tools. The composition contains six drones 

and a sampler comprised of electronic drums and environmental sounds, which is 

titled the ‘Sampler Loop’. The composition commences at 999 bpm and concludes at 

20 bpm. The Sampler Loop begins as a harsh and distorted texture that unfolds into 

rhythms channelled throughout the performance space. The drones are in canon to one 

another and transition through harmonic and timbral variations. The composition 

successfully creates a dualistic texture, consisting of luscious drones and distorted 

electronics, which allows the musicians a broad scope for exploring textural and 

melodic motifs within their performances.  

 

Snorkel’s Dark Room also uses a tempo-process to guide its teleological movement, 

but explores Sonic Environmental Perspectivism by permutating harmonic structures 

of the pre-composed electronics throughout The Triadic Performance Space. The 

composition is comprised of five movements. Three harmonies are fractured between 
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each room and are permutated at the beginning of each movement. Listening from a 

‘neutral’ position in the Triadic Space Layout, the entire composition is harmonically 

static and only by entering each room can the distinctive harmonies be identified. 

From the musicians’ perspectives, a continuous harmonic evolution is heard 

throughout the composition. The musician's 'Controlled' improvisational structures are 

guided by a scrolling graphic score, which is projected onto the walls of The Triadic 

Space Layout.  

 

Dancing Squares is a performative composition that explores Improvisational 

Perspectivism and is aesthetically unique amongst the final creative outputs. The pre-

composed electronic instruments adopt a ‘rhythmic’ quality when heard throughout 

The Triadic Space Layout, as they continually pan between each speaker via surround 

sound sequences. The instrumentation is divided into two categories: rhythmic 

modules and [spatialised] sustained notes. Both instrumental categories are 

channelled throughout The Triadic Space Layout via independent Digital Audio 

Workstation (DAWS), with the rhythmic modules being spatialised in Ableton and 

the [spatialised] sustained notes being channelled through Logic. This allows the 

electronics operator to independently control the panning tempos of each DAW, 

resulting in the instrumental categories playing at independent speeds. Each DAW 

commences at opposing tempos, (i.e., Logic at 990 bpm and Ableton at 20 bpm). 

Towards the conclusion of the composition, these tempos have reversed. Channelling 

audio through independent DAWS while using a performative approach allows for the 

exploration of rhythmic textures through extreme tempo variations in the pre-

composed electronics. The musicians use 'Open' improvisational frameworks to 
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define the sonic quality of each room and are encouraged to explore textures, 

sustained notes, and feedback ('noise') during their improvisations.  

 

Lady Fanboy explores Sonic Environmental Perspectivism by directly channelling 

pre-composed electronics into each room. Extreme registers distinguish each room’s 

sonic quality with the composition containing six movements. Room one is defined as 

the ‘Bass Room’, room two the ‘Middle Room’ and room three the ‘Treble Room’. 

The harmonic and registeral arrangement of Lady Fanboy (including the pre-

composed electronics and acoustic instruments), expand throughout the composition. 

Musicians perform with scores that contain graphic and traditional notation to guide 

their improvisations. The score template for each movement has a particular theme, 

while the charts for each musician contain individualised pitch material that is 

specifically arranged for the instrument. Lady Fanboy is unique amongst the final 

compositions with its use of registers to define the sonic quality of each room.   
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1.0 Contextual review: Overview 

 

Research commenced with a contextual review that investigated literature, musical 

scores and audio recordings within the fields of minimalism and post-minimalism. 

Although the initial scope of research intended to only encompass minimalist and 

post-minimalist fields, philosophical discourses, graphic compositional techniques 

and spatial composers were also uncovered during development and experimentation. 

Due to the eclectic scope of research, the contextual review will outline the literature, 

compositions, musical/graphic scores and philosophical paradigms that have direct 

relevance to this thesis.  

 

An emphasis has been placed upon the musical minimalist compositional techniques 

and aesthetics of La Monte Young and Steve Reich due to their influence on the final 

compositions. Neither specific composers nor works in the musical post-minimalist 

field (despite initial research expectations) had a direct relationship to the final 

compositions. However, because initial research included a contextual review of this 

field, a discussion of post-minimalism is required to contextualise this thesis. 

 

Literature discussing the philosophical positioning of minimalism and post-

minimalism within modernist and postmodernist paradigms is discussed due to its 

profound influence on the direction of research. The discovery of Perspectivism and 

its role in the development of the Triadic Space Layout will be highlighted.    

  

An overview will also discuss the positioning of research within spatial composition, 

due to its intrinsic connection with The Triadic Space Layout model.   
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1.1 Musical minimalism 

 

Research included a literature review surrounding minimalism and post-minimalism, 

as it was initially believed the final compositions would be defined or categorised by 

these genres. Although research outputs did not produce this outcome, minimalist 

scholarly literature and music defined initial research parameters.  

 

Minimalism was either defined or categorised by the literature review: with certain 

musical attributes; within a historical lineage or paradigm, or; from or as a result of 

cultural or philosophical discourses. Such definitions described minimalism as:  

 

1) A term appropriated from the visual and plastic arts that was (potentially 

inappropriately) used to describe the musical culture unfolding during the 

1960s in the United States, with the emergence of composers La Monte 

Young, Terry Riley, Steve Reich and Phillip Glass (Bernard, 2003; Cervo, 

1999; Pincus-Witten, 1987; Potter, 2000, pp. 6 - 10; Smith, 2004);   

2) A genre of music that began in the late 1950s and through various historical 

periods could be defined as an Aesthetic, Style or Technique (Johnson, 1994);  

3) A reaction to Serialism and European modernism (Bernard, 2003; Potter, 

2000, p. 20); 

4) A musical genre that drew upon ethno-musical styles, (such as South Indian, 

Balinese and African) with a focus upon repetition, pulse driven rhythms and 

slowly evolving teleological movement (Kuhn, 1999; Mertens & Hautekiet, 

1983; Potter, 2000; Smith, 2004; Strickland, 1993); 
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5) As part of the cultural phenomenon of consumerism in the United States of 

America (Fink, 2005); 

6) Representative of dialectical and psychological phenomenon whereby musical 

minimalism is the substantiation of Jouissance (Mertens & Hautekiet, 1983, 

pp. 118 - 124); 

7) Music that produces ‘Vertical Time’, whereby teleological movement in 

music is suspended or made ‘static’. This process creates psychoacoustic 

effects by highlighting unique qualities or sounds through the reduced and 

repetitive use of musical materials. (Kramer, 1981; Potter, 2000, p. 5; Smith, 

2004; Strickland, 1993, pp. 213-215).   

8) A continuation of European modernism, with an emphasis on compositional 

‘purity’ (i.e, the composition being ‘self-contained’), the use of technology 

and process-based approaches to composition (Cervo, 1999; Potter, 2000, pp. 

8, 10; Schwarz, 1980, 1981; Strickland, 1991, p. 198). 

 

Most of the authors cited ascribe to more than one of the abovementioned definitions. 

Fink is an exception, viewing minimalism as a post-consumer cultural movement in 

the United States, claiming that minimalism is more akin to Disco than Schoenberg or 

Stockhausen (Fink, 2005).    

 

Three characteristics of minimalism inspired my creative decisions: 

 

• The reductive and repetitious use of musical materials to highlight particular 

elements within the composition;  
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• Viewing minimalism as a continuation of modernism with a particular 

emphasis on process-based approaches to composition;  

• The suspension or prolonging of teleological development over the duration of 

the composition.  

 

My reductive use of compositional tools was inspired by the aesthetics of 

minimalism, rather than its techniques or styles as defined by Johnson (1994). 

Johnson states that contradicting definitions of minimalism can be resolved by 

observing minimalist works as either a style, technique or aesthetic. While describing 

La Monte Young’s work as an aesthetic, Johnson discusses an aspect of minimalism 

that resonated with my research:  

 

La Monte Young is perhaps the most representative of minimalism as an 

aesthetic, though many people (including himself) do not label him as a 

minimalist composer…In many of Young’s pieces listeners are invited to hear 

tiny fluctuations in tuning as almost the only musical stimuli. These pieces 

offer no goal-directed elements…Although these pieces do not focus on 

perceptible process, their non-teleological approach and substantially scaled 

down resources place them in the minimalist aesthetic (Johnson, 1994).  

 

While Johnson’s aesthetic definition was adopted, his definitions regarding 

minimalism as either a Style or Technique were rejected. The latter definitions are 

inclusive of a community of composers who adopt or transcend the aesthetics of 

minimalism by incorporating extra-musical elements or by musically manipulating 

aspects of ‘pure’ minimalism. Johnson (1994) defines composers such as Louis 
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Andriessen and John Adams as minimalists through their appropriation of its 

techniques (Johnson, 1994). Other authors refute this claim, placing such composers 

into the post-minimalist genre due to their extra-musical influences (Cervo, 1999; 

Potter, 2007; Williams, 2009). Cervo critiques Johnson's in the following passage:  

 

. . . in our view his attempt is not legitimate since it tries to make an artificial 

separation, through a technical bias, between aesthetic, style, and technique, 

dismissing the fact that these categories are strongly interrelated in the history 

of music. A particular new compositional technique, or a set of techniques, 

can not be created in an antiseptic environment without a specific stylistic and 

aesthetical context. On the contrary, specific compositional techniques are 

developed in order to enable composers reach their aesthetical ideals. It is 

especially true for minimalist music (Cervo, 1999). 

 

Attributes of minimalism adopted during research align with modernist philosophical 

frameworks, whereby ‘purity’, the suspension of teleological movement and the use 

of musical process, are critical. It is my belief that abandoning these facets of 

minimalism places a composition into a post-minimalist framework, therefore 

positioning it within postmodern paradigms. These philosophical perspectives are 

influenced by research conducted by Bakker, Carl and Cervo and will be discussed in 

chapters 1.2 and 1.3 (Bakker, 2011; Carl, 1989; Cervo, 1999). However, it is suffice 

to recognise that as the final compositions of this thesis do not adhere to a strict 

modernist definition of musical minimalism, they are not defined as such, although 

they were undoubtedly influenced by the minimalist discourse.  
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The final compositions share similar sonic attributes to La Monte Young’s music, 

which Johnson uses to describe and define minimalist aesthetics. Although the final 

compositions do not emphasise an extreme temporal stasis (commonly heard in 

Young’s work), For Brass (1957) and The Tortoise, His Dreams and Journeys (1964-

) inspired my adaptation of drones and sustained notes. Score extracts 1.0 and 1.1 

illustrate the influence of Young’s drone music on research, by comparing For Brass 

(1957) with an experimental composition conducted during Entry Series titled 

September Entry.  

 

Score Extract 1.0. For Brass (1957), by La Monte Young. (Potter, 2000, p. 31) 
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Score Extract 1.1 is a score extract from September Entry section 2, composed by Paul Young. An 

example of the impact La Monte Young’s sustained pitch (done) music had on the research 

development.  

 

 

 

 

Young’s use of reduced musical materials also directly influenced the final creative 

output. His ‘dream chords’, used in works including Trio for Strings (1958) and The 

Four Dreams of China (1962), inspired the use of a minimal amount of harmonic 

material to construct performative approaches developed in the final compositions 

and particularly Dancing Squares and Lady Fanboy (Potter, 2000, pp. 31 & 61-67). 

See score extract 2.0 and 2.1.  
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Score extract 2.0. Dream chords for The Four Dreams of China. (Potter, 2000, p. 63).  

 

 

Score Extract 2.1. Score extract from the harmonic structures of room one in Snorkel’s Dark Room, 

composed by Paul Young. A minimal amount of pitches are sustained to create drone-esque aesthetics.  
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Process-based compositional approaches were inspired from the music of Steve 

Reich. Reich’s early minimalist music utilised audible musical processes that once 

started, ran by themselves (Goldberg, 1996; Schwarz, 1980, 1981). Come Out (1966) 

and It’s Gonna rain (1965) exemplify Reich’s process-based compositional 

approaches that continued throughout his career with works such as Violin Phase 

(1967), Four Organs (1969) and Drumming (1970-71). Reich innovated techniques 

such as phasing, rhythmic substitution and the gradual extension of rhythmic figures, 

referred to as ‘slow motion sound’ (Potter, 2000, pp. 189, 200, 212-214).  

 

Such Reichian (i.e., process-based) approaches were adopted in SWEET SWEET and 

Snorkel’s Dark Room, with the teleological movement of each composition being 

directed by a tempo-process and requiring no intervention by an electronics operator 

once commenced. Although initial experiments attempted to adopt specific 

compositional techniques innovated by Reich, such as beat substitution and phasing, 

they were unsuccessful within The Triadic Space Layout composition model.  

 

Process-based composition and the reductive use of musical material were a part of 

the musical minimalist tradition and not limited to Young’s or Reich’s music. Terry 

Riley’s infamous In C (1964) consists of fifty-three modules that musicians perform 

repetitiously and slowly move through. Forty-five minutes to one and a half hours is 

the expected duration (Potter, 2000, p. 113). The reduced compositional material and 

performance process of In C arguably defines musical minimalism, while Riley 

continued to use similar techniques in Keyboard Study 1. (1965), Keyboard Study 2. 

(1965), and A Rainbow in Curved Air (1967-1968) (Potter, 2000, pp. 122-127, 130 - 

132).  
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Philip Glass, another seminal minimalist composer, reduced his compositional 

material (often pitches) while adopting processes in his early music (Page, 1998; 

Potter, 2007). His early minimalist works 1+1, Strung Out and Music in Similar 

Motion adds and subtracts notes of pre-existing musical motifs over extended 

durations and are referred to as ‘additive’ and ‘subtractive’ processes (Potter, 2000, 

pp. 270-273, 289, 295-300). Although Riley and Glass significantly contributed to the 

musical minimalist tradition, neither composer’s work resonated with my own artistic 

direction and did not specifically influence my final creative outputs. 

 

The philosophical discourses discussing the historical, social, psychoanalytical and 

dialectical origins of minimalism profoundly impacted research and will be discussed 

in section 1.3.  
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1.2  Musical post-minimalism 

 

When discussing the aftermath of the musical minimalist revolution, David Lang in 

1993 referred to minimalism as:  

 

. . . a historic reaction to a sort of music which had a stranglehold on American 

musical institutions, and which none of us really liked.... What most people 

really hated was the way that this other world had theorised that it was the 

only music possible... I look at minimalism... as being just the battleground 

that was necessary to remove those forces from power: not to obliterate them 

or destroy them, but...to loosen up the power structure in America. And I think 

that [one reason why] Glass’s music and Reich’s music came out so severe, 

and so pared down, was that…it was a polemical slap in the face . . . That 

battle’s been fought . . . My job is to sift among the ashes and rebuild 

something (Potter, 2000, p. 20). 

 

Lang describes the legacy of musical minimalism as political, concerning its reaction 

to European modernism, i.e., Serialism. At the commencement of research, I 

positioned my compositional practice in the light of Lang's observation, of 'sifting 

through the ashes' of the minimalist tradition, while appropriating its compositional 

techniques to facilitate jazz-influenced improvisation. As research developed, early 

drone and process-based minimalist works inspired my creative interests and I 

became disconnected with the post-minimalist paradigm. Arguably, my work by 

definition could be considered post-minimalist, being that it draws upon minimalist 

tools while abandoning traditional facets of 'pure' minimalism, as defined by Cervo 
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(Cervo, 1999). More specifically however, my final creative outputs have little 

connection to specific post-minimalist techniques and works, although certain 

aesthetical influences did initially influence experiments during Entry Series. While 

the final compositions are removed from post-minimalism, literature discussing its 

historical and philosophical premises (within its postmodern context) did have far 

reaching influences on the direction of experimentations and will be discussed in 

chapter 1.3. This chapter will acknowledge the breadth of composers that followed in 

the minimalist tradition, while giving the reader insight into why this field had little 

influence on the final compositions, with a few exceptions. 

 

Literature defining musical post-minimalism frequently claims that one of its defining 

attributes is the appropriation and broadening of minimalist compositional techniques, 

often with other genres. These include:  

 

• Expanding minimalism's harmonic pallet (Williams, 2009); 

• Incorporating elements of rock music into the minimalist aesthetic (most 

commonly amongst American minimalists) (Bernard, 2003); 

• Expanding melodic themes and textural variation (Potter, 2000, p. 16). 

 

Cervo's article Post-minimalism: A valid terminology (Cervo, 1999) provided the 

definitional framework for post-minimalism during initial research stages and lists the 

following musical features required for music to be defined as post-minimalist:  

 

1)  All works depart from Minimalism in some aspect (technical, stylistic, 

aesthetical, or altogether), and eclectically mix with other techniques, other 
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stylistic elements, reaching original artistic results, but in which Minimalism is 

still felt.  

2)  The use of melodic lines and melodic expressiveness is of paramount 

importance in these works. Melodic lines may assume a main role in the 

composition, they may appear alone or with minimalist elements working as a 

background accompaniment for them.  

3)  The works are articulated in several movements or sections, with different 

tempi, that are contrasting and/or can be easily distinguished from each other, 

breaking the sense of continuity typical of classic minimalist works (Cervo, 

1999).  

  

Using Cervo's definition of post-minimalism in combination with alternative 

scholarly literature, an extensive study was conducted on primarily American post-

minimalist composers, with a few exceptions. (Bernard, 2003; Cervo, 1999; Goldberg, 

1996; Potter, 2007; Strickland, 1993). A comprehensive list is provided in Appendix 

B. 

 

My initial interest in post-minimalism arrived from composers such as David Lang 

and Arvo Pärt, but dwindled when my focus became directed towards early drone 

music. While the 'spacious' aesthetics of these composers' works resonate with 

elements of the final compositions, my initial endearment for pieces such as Lang's 

Cheating, Lying, Stealing (1993), How To Pray (2002), Lang's arrangement of The 

Velvet Underground's Heroin (2007) and Arvo Pärt’s album Fur Alina (1976) ceased 

to have relevance within my practice.    
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I conducted a study on De Staat (1972-75) by Louis Andriessen due to the influences 

of jazz, Stravinsky and minimalism in this composition (Adlington & Andriessen, 

2004). While the musical score and audio recording was analysed, it did not impact 

research significantly. Sections containing fast and repetitive ostinatos underneath 

slow and ‘hypnotic’ melodies heard at 3’ 08” – 4’ 56” and 6’22” – 8’ 28” 

(Andriessen, 1996) were experimented with during November Entry, March Entry 

and May Entry but were unsuccessful. Although connections could be made between 

the dualistic textures of De Staat, SWEET SWEET and Snorkel’s Dark Room, these 

aesthetic qualities are common to the broader minimalist and post-minimalist canon. 

Score extract 3.0 illustrates 3’ 08” – 4’ 56” of De Staat.  
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Score Extract 3.0. Louis Andriessen: De Staat 3’ 08” – 4’ 56” (Adlington & Andriessen, 2004)

 

 

 

 Michael Nyman’s String Quartet No. 2 was analysed but had little influence on my 

creative direction. John Adam’s Shaker Loops (1977-78) and Light Over Water 

(1983) were appealing due to the textural and timbral effects created in both works by 

relentlessly fast ostinatos. Although similar techniques were trialled during 

November, March and May Entry, Shaker Loops did not influence the final creative 
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outputs with regards to precise compositional techniques. Michael Gordon’s pieces 

Shalt!/Thou Shalt Not! (1983) and Four Kings Fight Five (1998) had no impact on my 

compositional practice, as these works focused on rock, dissonance and rhythmic 

devices, which were antithetical to my final compositions that fixate on drones, 

textures and simple or micro-tonal harmonic pallets. 

 

Certain post-minimalist works inspired the use of piano as an instrumental tool during 

Entry Series, including Prelude 3 and Prelude 4 from William Duckworth’s The Time 

Curve Preludes (1979), Charlemagne Palastine’s Strumming Music and Simon James 

Phillips’s album Chair (Duckworth & Bruce, 1983; Phillips, 2013; Strickland, 1993, 

p. 250). Sampled pianos were used to create luscious textures and elongated acoustic 

soundscapes during Entry Series but did not feature during the final compositions.  

 

The aesthetic qualities of Ingram Marshall’s Fog Tropes (1980) and Gradual Requiem 

(1980) influenced the creative direction of research, particularly with reference to 

Ingram’s use of electronics with live instruments. Fog Tropes was originally pre-

recorded spliced tape recordings of fog horns and various environmental sounds until 

John Adams recommended Marshall arrange horns for the recording (Weir, 2010). 

Both of Marshall’s compositions achieve an atmospheric ambience through the use of 

sustained notes and electronic effects such as delays and reverbs. He often 

commences with process-based compositional approaches but ultimately relies on 

intuition to complete his works (Strickland, 1991, p. 199). The similarities between 

Marshall’s music, his creative process and my own compositional practice include: 

the use of electronic tools (during the initial writing stages and final performance); 

attempting to capture an atmospheric and ambient [minimalist] aesthetic; and using 
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process-based approaches to commence compositional ideas while relying on 

‘intuition’ to craft the final composition. It can be retrospectively observed that 

researching Marshall’s creative approaches and music reinforced my own 

compositional strategies and artistic direction.        

 

It is recognised that a broad range of composers, particularly from Europe and the 

United Kingdom, were beyond the scope of this thesis. Strickland lists such 

composers in Origins (Strickland, 1993, p. 251). Although research into musical post-

minimalism contextualised my work, literature discussing its positioning in the 

postmodern paradigm inspired the direction of research and will be the subject 

chapter 1.3. 

 

My exploration into musical post-minimalism paradoxically resulted in my artistic 

interests refocusing on early minimalist works to inspire the final compositions. 

However, the movements (i.e., structure) of the final compositions and my eclectic 

use of extra-musical tools could theoretically coincide with Cervo's previously 

mentioned definition of post-minimalism. With the exception of SWEET SWEET, 

each final work contains between four and six movements, each with contrasting 

harmonic material. This argument is challenging to substantiate however, as the 

transitions between the movements of each composition occur slowly and become 

challenging to identify. The diverse use of musical tools (such as graphic notation, 

pre-composed electronic music and improvising musicians) to transcend traditional 

minimalism is possibly the most evidential influence of post-minimalism in my 

practice.  
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While it is recognised that the final compositions move beyond traditional 

minimalism, it is my opinion that only in the broader definitional sense could they be 

considered 'post-minimal'. Any relationship the final compositions may have to post-

minimalism were likely due to my immersion in the genre, rather than through intent 

to mimic or position my artistic practice within it.   
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1.3 Philosophical points of departure 

 

Philosophical literature discovered during the contextual review inspired a re-

modelling of the performance environment within my compositional practice. The 

texts central to inspiration were American minimal music: La Monte Young, Terry 

Riley, Steve Reich, Philip Glass by Wim Mertens (Mertens & Hautekiet, 1983) and 

Repeating ourselves: American minimal music as cultural practice by Robert Fink 

(Fink, 2005). 

 

Mertens and Fink explore the philosophical underpinnings of minimalism from the 

discourses of psycho-analytics, sociology and dialectics. Although this exegesis does 

not attempt grandiose philosophical insights, postmodern themes surrounding 

Perspectivism did inspire the fracturing of musicians and musical components 

between rooms in site-specific spaces.   

 

Mertens and Fink represent alternative perspectives on minimalism’s origins and 

ontology. Mertens & Hautekiet (1983) draw upon European modernist frameworks 

such as dialectics and Lacanian psychoanalysis, while Fink (2005) views minimalism 

as an American sociological movement and believes it to be part of the postmodern 

trajectory. Fink’s thesis draws upon a large body of theorists who articulate the 

postmodern condition such as Jean Baudrillard, Jacque Attali and Herbert Marcuse to 

place minimalism in a postmodern sociological context that is more aligned with mass 

consumerism than Eurocentric modernist thought. 
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Further research uncovered a body of literature discussing minimalism and post-

minimalism as belonging to modernism and/or postmodernism (Bakker, 2011; Carl, 

1989; Cervo, 1999; Strickland, 1993). Cervo explicitly uses these paradigms to define 

fundamental aesthetic differences in minimalism and post-minimalism:  

 

The main aesthetical difference between Minimalism and Post-Minimalism is 

that Minimalism was born as a son of Modernism, with a mode of composition 

that is radical, systematic, and exclusionist. Minimalist works are born from a 

kind of systematic mode of composition in which the process is almost an end 

in itself. Minimalism is also a highly original and “pure” mode of composition, 

it does not admit mixture with other compositional techniques, and does not 

borrow features from other compositional styles and aesthetics. 

Contrarily the Post-Minimalism aesthetic is not exclusionist and expresses 

itself through a more inclusive mode of composition, where the mixture of the 

minimalist elements with elements and techniques from other styles and 

aesthetics are welcome and employed as legitimate compositional resources 

within a certain musical discourse (Cervo, 1999, pp. 4-5).  

 

Cervo cites Kramer who views minimalism’s origins as being situated in modernist 

paradigms:  

Some path-braking early minimalist works strike me as more modernist than 

postmodernist. The purity, the strong statement, and the radical newness of 

such pieces as Steve Reich’s Violin Phase, or Philip Glass’ Music in Fifths are 

throughout modernists [...] minimalist diatonicism and repetition can produce 
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both modernist works (such as Einstein) and postmodernist works (such as 

Reich’s Tehillim). (Kramer 1995, as cited in Cervo 1999 p5).  

 

While there is dispute over where minimalism is situated between modernism and 

postmodernism, a clear lineage of composers who have been influenced by 

minimalism are described by Cervo (1999) and Bakker (2011) as being post-

minimalist, and therefore 'postmodern' (Bakker, 2011; Cervo, 1999). Bakker 

specifically qualifies her approach to defining a composer as postmodern based on 

Kramer and Hassan’s research, acknowledging that attributes of post-minimalist 

music contains postmodern attributes. These attributes contain but are not limited to:  

 

• acknowledging technology as explicitly connected with the making and 

production of music 

• challenging the traditional divisions placed between ‘high’ and ‘low’ art  

• valuing the audiences reception of music rather than the written score 

• viewing contradiction and pluralism as intrinsically part of creative insights and 

processes (2011, pp. 14-15; 1999; Hassan, 2001; J. D. Kramer, 2002).   

 

Although it is beyond the current research scope to account for the totality of 

composers influenced by minimalism (both as a musical style and as a movement), 

composers such as Louis Andriessen, Michael Nyman, John Adams, David Lang, 

Michael Torke, Arvo Pärt, Michael Nyman, Julia Wolfe and Michael Gordon are 

described as post- minimalist and therefore could be considered postmodern by 
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Bakker and Cervo's definition (Bernard, 2003; Cervo, 1999; Goldberg, 1996; Potter, 

2007). 

 

Compositional methods formulated during research arrived from problematising how 

traditional approaches to minimalist (modernist) composition could be re-imagined in 

a postmodern context. I was intrigued by the notion of minimalism transitioning into 

post-minimalism through adopting postmodern values and considered if particular 

facets of postmodern theory had yet to be explored in a minimalist-inspired 

compositional practice. This led me to focus on postmodern literature as the 

inspiration for my compositional practice.   

 

Perspectivism was uncovered through investigations into what Bakker describes as 

‘contradiction’ in postmodernism, particularly with its emphasis on the embracing of 

pluralism (Bakker, 2011, pp. 14-15). Although Bakker’s research draws upon the 

writings of Roland Barthes and Francois Lyotard, earlier discussions of pluralism are 

found in the writings of Fredrick Nietzsche, a forerunner of postmodernism. 

Nietzsche’s theories, as discussed in literature, speculate that reality is experienced 

through perspectives and therefore plural interpretations of reality can coexist, hence 

the contradictory nature of postmodern theory and music. Nietzsche’s thesis is often 

referred to as Perspectivism (Cox, 1997; Franklin, 1997; Grumberg, 2013).  

 

This facet of postmodernism inspired the creation of a compositional method that 

explored Perspectivism in a minimalist (modernist) compositional practice. Research 

practically realised Persepectivism in composition through fracturing musicians and 

pre-composed electronics through The Triadic Space Layout, whereby no ‘ideal’ 
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listening position exists. The audience is invited to move amongst the multiple 

perspectives (i.e., sound environments) of the whole composition.  

 

Attempts to explore Perspectivism in a musical context ultimately led to experiments 

that channeled specific attributes of each whole composition, (e.g., harmonies, 

rhythms, musicians) into different rooms at a site-specific location. While reflecting 

on these initial stages of research, I have reconsidered my initial interpretation of 

literature that positions minimalism and post-minimalism into binary opposites. 

Although scope exists for further research to uncover a conclusive interpretation of 

these theoretical paradigms, it is crucial to understand the foundations on which 

research began, that ultimately produced the final compositions.  
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1.4 Spatialised composition 

 

Practical outcomes to arise while problematising Perspectivism within musical 

minimalist paradigms were unknown during initial research phases, with 

experimentations resulting in a spatialised compositional practice. It is therefore 

necessary to contextualise research through a discussion on spatial composition, with 

a focus on composers writing in a similar period of musical minimalism. 

 

Iannis Xenakis innovated spatial composition by explicitly challenging the traditional 

separation of ‘performer’ and ‘audience’ (M. A. Harley, 1994; Hofmann, 2005). 

Using cyclical layouts of orchestras to fracture idealistic ‘listening positions’, 

audiences moved amongst the orchestra and experienced its sonic elements. Although 

Xenakis did not explicitly state his intentions of exploring Perspectivism, 

compositions Terretektorh (1969), Nomos Gamma (1967-68) and Eonta (1963-64) 

disperse audiences amongst the musicians or mobilised musicians during the 

performance, decentralizing the listener’s perspective and neutralizing the possibility 

of an ideal listening position (M. A. Harley, 1994). While discussing 

phenomenological aspects of space, Xenakis states that, “...from the point of view of 

everyday life, space is something quite limiting: if you are in one place you cannot be 

in another place at the same time.” (Stated by Harley, 1994, p. 279).  

 

While Xenakis’ spatial works were implicitly founded upon similar premises to this 

thesis, his music did not contrast different sound environments through instrumental 

improvisation or draw upon minimalist compositional techniques. The relationship 

between performers and pre-composed electronics remains central in the exploration 
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of Perspectivism in the final compositions, particularly in Dancing Squares and 

SWEET SWEET. This facet of research contextually differentiates ASKEW from 

Xenakis’ spatial compositions.   

 

Xenakis also experimented with speaker positioning layouts with compositions such 

as Bohor (1962) and Miki-Hana-Ma (1970) (J. Harley, 2002). These works directed 

speakers inwards in a circular formation while experimenting with what might be 

called ‘surround sound’ imaging. Although Bohor influenced research with regards to 

its minimalist aesthetics (although not traditionally seen in the minimalist canon), its 

speaker layout did not. 

 

Henry Brant, an innovator of spatial music, followed in the Ivesian tradition while 

spatialising acoustic instruments throughout site-specific venues. While seventy-six 

compositions focused on spatial music in Brant’s repertoire, Harley identifies and 

discusses Antiphony I, 500: Hidden Hemisphere, Bran (d) t Aan de Amste, Millenium 

II as Brant’s seminal spatial works (M. A. Harley, 1997). Brant’s discoveries while 

composing spatialised music for acoustic ensembles included:   

 

• Spatial separation clarifies the texture 

• Separated groups are difficult to co-ordinate 

• Spatial separation is equivalent to the separation of textures in pitch space (if 

performers are together on stage);  

• Spatial arrangements must be planned exactly but allow adjustments of details 

(M. A. Harley, 1997, pp. 73-74) 
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While Brant aimed to segregate acoustic ensembles while writing music through 

traditional notation, the final compositions of this thesis use improvisation and pre-

composed electronic music to create multiple sonic environments. ASKEW therefore 

faced alternative challenges, particularly while exploring the relationships between 

the improvisers and the electronics and their roles in creating unique sonic 

environments. While Brant contrasted musical textures through space, ASKEW 

outlines its spatial environments through the musicians' improvisations and the 

harmonic or tonal registers of the pre-composed material. 

 

Luigi Nono innovated the use of multi-speaker systems within his theatrical music. 

Intolleranza (1960), La fabbrica illuminata, Ricorda cosa ti hanno fatto in Auschwitz 

and A floresta e ́ jovem e cheja de vida (1966) employed unconventional speaker 

positions, although he did not invent stereophonic/multi-channeled layouts (Santini, 

2012). While Nono’s theatrical aesthetics bear no resemblance to the final 

compositions of this thesis, ASKEW experiments did fragment spoken text, while also 

using environmental sound sources. Nono’s reliance on site-specificity to perform his 

works (including factories, stadiums and abandoned churches) also mirrors ASKEW 

experiments, with compositions being dependent on site-specific venues. Regardless 

of these similarities, Nano’s attempt to disassociate sound sources from his pre-

recorded material is sonically contrastive to the final compositions, which aim to 

blend instrumental timbres with pre-recorded material. His music also does not arrive 

from the minimalist tradition, which aesthetically differentiates it from the final 

compositions. 

 The final compositions and the abovementioned works intrinsically connect 
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compositional processes with site-specific spatial layouts. Literature discussing 

Xenakis’s works articulates philosophical concerns relevant to this thesis, with 

regards to the role of space on the audience’s perception. However, the following list 

identifies features of the final compositions that employ compositional and aesthetic 

approaches that are alien from the abovementioned compositions:  

 

• ASKEW compositions create multiple sonic environments within The Triadic 

Space Layout, meaning they have contrasting compositional goals; 

• ASKEW specifically draws musical inspiration from the minimalist tradition. 

The abovementioned composers are not identified in literature as being 

‘minimalist’ nor do they usually encompass its aesthetics;  

• ASKEW explores ‘Open’ and ‘Controlled’ approaches to improvisation, while 

the spatial composers discussed focused upon traditional notation or tape 

composition.  

 

Due to the similarity of its site-specific performance location and its connection 

within the minimalist tradition, Dream House by Marian Zazeela and La Monte 

Young also merits discussion. Dream House is a site-specific installation, consisting 

of static drone-esque frequencies and elaborate visual aesthetics to emulate an 

‘immersive’ sound-visual experience. Conceptualised in the early 1960’s, Young and 

Zazeela created a ‘contemplative’ environment whereby audiences experience 

intricate fluctuations in sound frequencies while Zazeela’s ‘pure light’, sculptural 

mobiles and wall sculptures visually exemplify Young’s music (Howard, 2003; Potter, 

2000, pp. 76 - 77).  
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Dream House draws similarities to ASKEW's compositions in relation to: its use of a 

loft as a site-specific location; the relationship between sound and visuals; and the use 

of drones and sustained notes. While ASKEW compositions contain similar musical 

aesthetics to Dream House, clear distinctions need to be asserted:  

 

• ASKEW compositions are considerably shorter and are in no way ‘installation-

esque’;  

• ASKEW’s final compositions still exhibit a [slow] teleological development 

that are absent from Young’s static sound installations;  

• ASKEW’s final compositions incorporate extra-musical elements, such as 

electronic and environmental sounds. Contrastingly, Young’s sound 

installations use ‘pure’ sign waves and electronic modes of production.   
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1.5 Graphic compositions 

Graphic compositional techniques were discovered and utilised during Entry Series 

and were an unintended outcome of research, as they are not traditionally identified as 

part of the minimalist tradition. Graphic notation was adopted during May Entry with 

detailed accounts of the creative process being found in Appendix A. Because graphic 

scores were profoundly successful at communicating conceptual ideas to the 

musicians, while allowing a broad interpretational scope for improvisation, they were 

incorporated into Snorkel’s Dark Room and Lady Fanboy.  

 

The graphic scores of the final compositions aim to facilitate ‘Controlled’ 

improvisational parameters, as they communicate performance techniques while 

maintaining a broad interpretive scope. The graphics contain set and interpretative 

parameters. The set parameter of a graphic refers to its predetermined meaning, while 

its interpretative parameter refers to its performative potential. For example, while a 

curved line could mean to micro-tonally manipulate a pitch, the musicians would 

decide its exact pitch and to what microtonal extent it was manipulated. A full 

discussion of the graphic scores will occur in chapters 3.2 and 3.4.  

 

The graphic scores were influenced by compositions that use linear (graphics based 

on lines) and cellular graphics (the use of musical 'cells' that contain musical ideas) to 

create drones, microtonal movement, elongated temporal movement and textures in 

combination with traditional notation. Threnody: To the victims of Hiroshima: for 52 

strings by Krzysztof Penderecki (1961) and Binary Experiment for James Tenney by 

Jeffery Trevino (2005) were the inspirational foundations of Snorkel’s Dark Room 

and Lady Fanboy.   
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Jeffery Trevino’s (2005) Binary Experiment for James Tenney (Trevino, 2005) 

inspired the use of circular modules and linear graphs to depict durations and 

teleological movement in Lady Fanboy. Modules used in Lady Fanboy to 

communicate pitch material and extended techniques were directly inspired from 

Trevino’s composition and will be discussed further in section 3.4. See score extract 

4.0 for an example of Trevino’s composition.  

 

Threnody: To the victims of Hiroshima: for 52 strings by Krzysztof Penderecki 

(Penderecki, 1961) was a seminal influence during research. Penderecki’s use of 

traditional, linear (lines) and graphic notation to orchestrate tonal clusters, microtonal 

movement and textures significantly inspired the symbols utilised in Snorkel's Dark 

Room for communicating extended techniques, harmonic fluctuations and broad 

improvisational concepts to musicians. See score extract 5.0.  

 

Score Extract 4.0. Binary Experiment for James Tenney by Jerrery Trevino (Sauer, 2009, pp. 256 - 

257) 
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Score extract 5.0. Threnody: To the Victims of Hiroshima: 52 Strings Extract (Penderecki, 1961).  

Lines are used on traditional notation to articulate tonal clusters.  

 

 

 

Although the abovementioned works influenced the final compositions, a scope of 

graphic scores utilising similar techniques were discovered during research. Linear, 

modular and graphic compositions that also contributed to research outcomes include 

Ascents for James Tenney by Michael Winter, Snowforms by R. Murray Schafer and 

Expressions No. 2 by Rene Mogensen (Sauer, 2009, pp. 152, 210; Winter, 2007). 
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While Ascents for James Tenney reinforced the use of lines to depict microtonal 

movement, however this composition's elongated processes were inappropriate in 

conjunction with the pre-composed electronic material of the final compositions and 

did not have a central focus.  
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1.6 Electronic Music: EDM, IDM & Ambient Music 

The contextual review aimed to encompass literature and music within the minimalist 

and post-minimalist tradition. It was not anticipated that towards the conclusion of 

research the use of technology (including DAWS, synthesizers, sample libraries, 

recorded sounds and electronic drums) would be integral to my compositional 

practice. It is necessary to acknowledge that while my creative works may be 

reminiscent of electronic music that either followed or was influenced by minimalism, 

it was not the intent of research to compose music that would be categorized or 

defined as 'electronic music'. The final creative works will therefor be framed with 

reference to their minimalist influences. 

 

It is recognised however, that since the nineteen-seventies electronic music has spread 

globally, expanding upon the principals pioneered by the early minimalists (Cox & 

Warner, 2004, pp. 287-288; Fink, 2005; Glover, 2013). While an ongoing discussion 

exists within scholarly literature as to the degree in which minimalism directed the 

evolution of electronic music (Carter, 2012; Fink, 2005), Electronic Dance Music 

(EDM), Intelligent Dance Music (IDM) and Ambient music are three broad categories 

that could be used to describe the decades of musical history that either arrived from 

or ran in parallel to musical minimalism. These categories often adopted the 

compositional principals and (at times) aesthetics of minimalism through the medium 

of technology to create a vast array of electronic music genres (Cox & Warner, 2004; 

Fink, 2005; Kirn, 2011; Lee & Reynolds, 2000; Papavassiliou, 2010; Schwartz, 1975).  
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It is beyond the scope of this thesis to give a detailed history of electronic music and 

the positioning of my final creative works within it. It is suffice to acknowledge that 

my final creative works could potentially be situated within sub-genres of electronic 

and electro-acoustic ambient music1. If my compositions were to be placed alongside 

contemporary artists within these genres, such artists may include Tim Hecker 

(Canada), Thomas Kröner (Germany), Ben Frost (Australia), Lawrence English 

(Australia), Craün (Australia), Alva Noto & Ryuichi Sakamoto (Germany + Japan), 

Ekin Fil (Turkey), Helm (United Kingdom), Tetsu Inoue (Japan), Gail Priest 

(Australia), Lesley Flannigan (U.S.A), Hildër Gudnadottir (Iceland) Ela Stiles 

(Australia) and Eves (Australia).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                                                
1 Ambient music refers to the genre and tradition of music founded by Brian Eno 
(Cox & Warner, 2004, pp. 94-97). 
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2.0 ASKEW: Experimentation in Perspectivism 

 

Eight concerts from July 2014 to June 2015 facilitated experiments that explored 

approaches to incorporating Perspectivism into a musical minimalist compositional 

practice. The performances were entitled Entry Series, with each performance titled 

referencing the month in which it was performed (e.g., February Entry). The project 

was titled ASKEW. 

 

It was initially hypothesised that realising Perspectivism in composition would mean 

fracturing pre-composed electronic music between speakers while musicians ‘freely’ 

improvised. Audiences would theoretically experience the differing perspectives of 

the performers’ improvisations. This model drastically changed with regards to: the 

performance space; the relationship of the pre-composed material with the performers 

and; the compositional material utilised. A full journal and description of Entry Series 

can be found in Appendix A. This chapter aims to summarise the initial research 

methods and findings.  

 

Initial research methods and parameters included:   

 

1) Channelling pre-composed electronics throughout a performance space (i.e., 

through speakers) while musicians improvised from their varying 

perspectives. Digital technology would produce and channel pre-composed 

music through speakers that were specifically positioned in performance 

spaces, providing differing perspectives of the compositions to the performers 

and audience; 
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2) Using minimalist compositional tools and processes developed by Terry Riley, 

Steve Reich, La Monte Young and Phillip Glass. These techniques included 

additive and subtractive rhythms (Glass), rhythmic substitution (Reich), 

drones and sustained notes (La Monte Young), cellular composition (Riley / 

Reich), phasing (Reich), pulse or repetitious based music (Reich / Riley / 

Glass), hocketing, pandiatonic and/or contrapuntal harmony, phasing and/or 

canons (Reich) (Bernard, 2003; Cervo, 1999; Gann, 2001; Goldberg, 1996; 

Potter, 2000); 

 

3) Compositions would capture minimalist and post-minimalist aesthetics with 

an emphasis on texture, slow or non-existent teleological movement, process-

based approaches to composition and a de-emphasised role of melody (Cervo, 

1999; Mertens & Hautekiet, 1983); 

 

4) Musicians would ‘freely improvise’ to the varying perspectives of the pre-

composed music; 

 

5) Research development would be influenced from the feedback received from 

audiences following each performance; 

 

6) A reflective journal would document and critique my personal experiences 

and the audiences reception of each Entry Series performance; 

  

7) Each performance would be recorded live for documentation. 
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2.1 Entry series: Summarising experimentations and consolidating 

research 

At the conclusion of Entry Series, musical and performance parameters were clearly 

defined in preparation for the final compositions. The original premise of 

contextualising Perspectivism in composition was discarded due to unsuccessful 

experimentations. The original model was altered due to the following reasons:  

• Allowing performers complete improvisational freedom resulted in musical 

outcomes that were antithetical to minimalist aesthetics. Musicians required 

parameters to guide their improvisations. 

• It was discovered that the intrinsic value of improvisation lay in its potential to 

define sonic environments. The final compositions therefor aimed to 

specifically create different sonic environments through the use of the pre-

composed electronics and the musicians' improvisations. This differentiated 

the final compositions from Entry Series experiments, which originally aimed 

to explore how musicians would differently improvise to similar or identical 

pre-composed electronic musical material.  

• Specific minimalist compositional techniques outlined in chapter 2.0 were 

unsuccessful. Compositional approaches were remodelled to captured 

minimalist aesthetics while maintaining a broad connection with minimalist 

compositional paradigms.  
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Various compositional approaches and technical considerations were successful 

during experimentations. The following research outcomes were adopted into the final 

compositions:  

• The Triadic Space Layout. Three rooms in a site-specific location that are in close 

proximity to each other, through which audiences can move unobstructed;  

• Exploring Perspectivism through the creation of differing sonic environments 

through the use of pre-composed electronics and live performers; 

• Utilising performative and tempo-based processes to capture slow teleological 

development;  

• Using graphic scores and verbal instructions to create ‘Open’ and ‘Controlled’ 

improvisational frameworks for the musicians;  

• Using drones and electronic drums to created contrasting textural aesthetics. 

 

Entry Series experiments initially fractured musical elements between three speakers 

located in the same room, whereby musicians performed in front of different speakers 

and improvised to differing musical facets of the composition. June Entry through to 

October Entry utilised this approach. A major discovery occurred during November 

Entry, when the three musicians and speakers were separated into different rooms of a 

site-specific location. This layout separated the sonic qualities of the musicians and 

pre-composed electronics, allowing them to be clearly defined. The performance 

layout was successful and was embraced for the remaining experiments and was later 

entitled, The Triadic Space Layout. All performances from November Entry onwards, 

with the exception of June Entry, were undertaken at a DIY venue in South Brisbane 

called Manor on Manning. A floor plan of the venue can be seen in Diagram 1.0.  
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Diagram 1.0. The Triadic Space Layout, located at the DIY venue Manor on Manning.  

 

The final compositions would aim to create multiple sonic environments throughout 

The Triadic Space Layout, in which the audience could hear differing perspectives of 

each composition. Lady Fanboy and Snorkel’s Dark Room achieved this primarily 

through the pre-composed electronics, while SWEET SWEET and Dancing Squares 

used the musicians’ performances. The following compositional models were used in 

the final works: 

• Improvisational Perspectivism: The perspectives of the musicians' performances 

are explored through channelling identical musical motifs to each speaker at 

juxtaposed times via surround sound panning tools. ‘Open’ improvisational 

frameworks are provided to the musicians through verbal guidelines and 

workshops.  
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• Sonic Environmental Perspectivism: Contrasting sonic environments are 

created through sub-mixes of the pre-composed electronic material that use 

extreme registers or contrasting harmonies to sonically differentiate each room. 

This approach works in conjunction with graphic scores that facilitate and 

synchronise the musician’s performances/improvisations, and are referred to as 

‘Controlled’ improvisational frameworks.  

 

The final compositions have been specifically composed for Manor on Manning. 

However, two performances of ASKEW did take place at the Metro Arts centre during 

June 2015. As the rooms were significantly further a part, the sonic environments 

were isolated, having little or no relationship to each other. Manor on Manning was 

chosen as the final performance space as sonic qualities of each room could interrelate 

due to their proximity. 

 

Tempo-based processes and performative compositional approaches were successful 

during experimentation and adopted for the final compositions. Snorkel’s Dark Room 

and SWEET SWEET were modelled from October Entry with their musical materials 

emulating or complimenting a tempo-process that determines the teleological 

movement of each composition. Dancing Squares and Lady Fanboy were modelled 

from March Entry, whereby a series of harmonic movements constructed the 

compositional structure. Each pitch of the pre-composed electronics is channelled 

through surround sound processes while an electronics operator (i.e., laptop 
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performer) controls their volumes, moving certain pitches into the foreground and 

background throughout the performance.  

 

The final compositions explored textural relationships between drones, electronic 

drums and environmental sounds that were developed during the Entry Series. Harsh 

and sporadic textures were superimposed on evolving drones that were aesthetically 

effective and congruent with process-based and performative compositional 

techniques.  

 

Table 2.0 outlines the discussed compositional techniques, approaches and 

perspectives employed in the final compositions, which were discovered during the 

Entry Series experiments.  

Table 2.0. The final compositions with their correlating research goals.  

 
Composition 1 
(SWEET SWEET) 

 
 

Composition 2 
(Snorkel’s Dark 
Room) 

 
 

Composition 3 
(Dancing 
Squares) 

 
 

Composition 4 
(Lady Fanboy) 
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Musical 
Perspective 
Explored 
 

Improvisational 
Perspectives 

 
 

 

Sonic 
Environmental 
Perspectives 

 
 

Improvisational 
Perspectives 

 
 

Sonic 
Environmental 
Perspectives 

 
 

Improvisational 
Method  
 

Open 
Improvisation  

 

Controlled 
Improvisation 

Open 
Improvisation  

 

Controlled 
Improvisation 

Entry Series 
Inspiration 

September Entry  September 
Entry 
 
May Entry 

March Entry March Entry 
 

May Entry 

Compositional 
Method 

Tempo Process 
 
 

Tempo Process 
 

 

Performative  
 
 

Performative 

Communication 
of 
improvisational 
frameworks 

Verbal instructions 
and	workshopping 	

Graphic and 
traditional 
notation 

 
 

Verbal 
instructions and	
workshopping 

Graphic and 
traditional 
notation 
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3.0 Final compositions 

The final compositions highlight musical perspectives explored in chapters 2.0 and 

2.1 through process-based and performative compositional approaches. While each 

work utilises minimalist aesthetics and compositional techniques, they draw upon the 

following musical elements that exist within the minimalist paradigm:  

• Drones/sustained pitches. All final creative outputs have elongated sustained 

chords and/or notes;  

• Minimalist musical material. The compositions use a minimal amount of 

notated musical material with durations between fifteen to twenty-five 

minutes; 

• Process-based composition. Processes are used to determine teleological 

structure;  

• Repetition. With the exception of Snorkel’s Dark Room, all compositions 

utilise cyclical compositional methods.  

 

The final performance took place at Manor on Manning, utilising The Triadic Space 

Layout. Three rooms share an audible relationship to each other, while maintaining a 

distinct sonic quality. The audience is invited to immerse themselves in each sonic 

environment, with movement throughout The Triadic Space Layout also permitted.  

 

Dancing Squares and Lady Fanboy are performative compositions, requiring an 

electronics operator to craft the composition live and therefor differ every 
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performance. SWEET SWEET and Snorkel’s Dark Room use a tempo-process to guide 

their structure and form and therefor are consistent each performance.  

 

Compositional components within each final composition include:  

• Pre-composed electronics; 

• The use of harmonic structures to outline form; 

• Rhythmic drums and/or textures to unify each composition within the 

performance space; 

• Extreme tempos to create evolving rhythms and textures2;  

• The use of direct sends and surround sound panning tools to channel audio 

throughout the Triadic Space Layout; 

• Live musicians. 

 

The sonic qualities of the pre-composed electronics were sculpted using sound 

libraries and plugin effects that were successful during Entry Series. These qualities 

will be discussed in chapters 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4. Although technology maintains a 

unique role between each composition, the electronics operator uses the following 

equipment and software: 

• Ableton. Triggering midi clips, spatialising audio, designing the sonic quality 

of instruments and channelling audio to Logic;  

• Logic. Spatialises audio;   

                                                
2 Lady Fanboy is an exception and maintains a consistent tempo. 
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• Laptop; 

• BCF2000 midi controller. Controls Logic’s instrument tracks;  

• Two Xone K2 mini contollers. Triggers and controls audio effects. Faders 

control volume of Ableton instruments;  

• Novation Launchpad midi controller. Triggers midi clips; 

• UR44 Soundcard. Sends audio to speakers;  

• Three speakers. Speakers project pre-composed material to each room;  

 

Surround sound tools channelling audio throughout The Triadic Space Layout were 

essential. Each composition uses a third-party surround sound Max4Live plugin 

called Api SendsXNodes (Api) that assigns specific panning sequences to each 

instrument to spatialise the pre-composed material (hzd, 2011). In Dancing Squares, 

audio is also sent from Ableton to Logic through AUsends, so certain instruments can 

undergo surround sound sequences that are independent of Ableton. Diagram 1.0 

outlines the signal flow from Ableton into Logic and descriptions of the panning 

sequences of each composition will be discussed in the forthcoming chapters.  

Each composition contains four to six contrasting harmonic and/or rhythmic 

movements. Each movement of the performative compositions are triggered manually 

in Ableton, while the movements of the process-based works evolve throughout their 

durations.  

Each performer is amplified with subtle delay and/or reverb effects in each 

composition, preferably using guitar amplifiers. Amplification is designed to blend 

acoustic instruments with the pre-composed electronics. Feedback was achieved by 
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the instrumentalists through holding their violin pickups close to the amplifiers, 

similarly to how a guitarist may achieve a feedback effect.  

 

Diagram 1.0 demonstrates the signal flow from Ableton to Logic.  
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3.1 Composition One: SWEET SWEET 

SWEET SWEET consolidates research conducted during September Entry and 

captures a ‘post-apocalyptic’ aesthetic. A tempo-based compositional process guides 

its teleological movement and requires no intervention by an electronics operator once 

commenced. The composition begins at 999 bpm, concludes at 20 bpm and explores 

an unfolding dualistic texture that consists of drones, electronic drums and 

environmental sounds. The final performance consists of pre-composed electronics, 

two violinists and a double bassist and is sixteen minutes in duration with the tempo 

process ending at fifteen-minutes.  

 

SWEET SWEET aims to achieve the following goals:  

• To explore Improvisational Perspectivism;  

• To use a tempo-process to determine its teleological movement; 

• To combine electronic glitches with drones to create a dualistic texture. 

 

 

SWEET SWEET contains the following musical material:  

 

• A ‘Sampler Loop’. The Sampler Loop is a sample library that consists of 

electronic drums and environmental sounds that cycle through a midi sequence for 

the duration of the composition. It is duplicated onto two tracks that are 

channelled via surround sound panning sequences;   

• Six canon drones that undergo five harmonic movements;  
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• Musicians who accompany the pre-composed electronics through ‘Open’ 

improvisational frameworks. 

 

The Sampler Loop’s musical material unfolds throughout the composition, morphing 

from a sustained distorted texture to extremely slow rhythms. Between tempos 999 – 

600 bpm, the Sampler Loop’s audio sounds as if it is coming from each speaker 

simultaneously due to the playback speeds of the panning automation. As the 

composition decelerandos, the audio becomes clearly spatialised throughout The 

Triadic Space Layout.  

 

SWEET SWEET consists of drones that play in canon to one another while 

transitioning through five harmonic movements. At the beginning of each movement, 

as the canons overlap, the harmonic material evolves through stages of dissonance 

before the new key is established. Each harmonic movement has been sculpted with a 

unique sonic quality and will be discussed in section 3.1.1. 

 

The pre-composed electronics are triggered and spatialised in Ableton. While the 

spatialisation of the Sampler Loop corresponds directly with the tempo-process, the 

spatial automation of each drone was manually written to function independently of 

the tempo-process. A poly-temporal ‘hypnotic’ aesthetic is therefor created between 

the Sampler Loop, (which continuously decelerandos), and the drones, (that slowly 

spatialise between each speaker). As the tempo-process decelerandos towards the 
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conclusion, the drones become the essential musical feature of the pre-composed 

electronics.  

 

SWEET SWEET explores Improvisational Perspectivism, with the musicians using 

open improvisational frameworks. The musicians define each sonic environment 

through their performances and are encouraged to ‘find their space’ amongst the two 

prominent musical textures. The performers who took part in the ASKEW project for 

the six months prior to the final examination underwent workshops to guide their 

performances. This will be discussed further in section 3.1.2.  

 

3.1.1 Pre-composed electronics 

SWEET SWEET’s pre-composed material consists of six drones, the Sampler Loop 

and surround sound panning sequences that channel audio throughout the Triadic 

Space Layout. While September Entry was used as the compositional template for 

SWEET SWEET’s pre-composed material, Ableton replaced Logic as the DAW and 

was used to trigger midi, design the pre-composed electronic sounds and spatialise the 

audio. The tempo-process is crucial to the teleological development of SWEET 

SWEET’s structure with various musical elements 'unfolding' as the composition 

reaches its conclusion. Diagram 2.0 illustrates the tempo process of each DAW. 
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Diagram 2.0 outlines the tempo-process of Sweet Sweet.  

 

 

Sampler Loop 

The Sampler Loop is thirty-two bars in length and continuously repeats until the 

tempo reaches 20 bpm. The sequence was manually written in Logic during the 

September Entry but underwent minor changes for SWEET SWEET. Unlike 

September Entry, the Sampler Loop was duplicated, with two independent surround 

sound sequencers controlling each loop simultaneously.   

 

During its first cycle (999 bpm – 965.59 bpm), the Sampler Loop’s duration is eight 

seconds, while its last full cycle (99.18 bpm – 32.53 bpm) lasts two minutes and 

forty-four seconds. The Sampler Loop consists of sampled drums from Outcasts 

remix of Bjork’s Enjoy (Telegram album), environmental sounds sourced from a 

public domain sample library and a vocal sample from Lamenta, written and 

performed by The Bulgarian State Television Choir (Bjork, 1997; "Lamenta," 1994). 
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The Sampler Loop evolves from a ‘textural’ (999 bpm – 180 bpm) to a ‘rhythmic’ 

sound (180 bpm – 20 bpm). As the process occurs gradually, it is challenging to 

locate a precise point where this change occurs and the abovementioned tempos are 

guidelines.     

 

While most of the samples had no effects or sound manipulation applied, Lamenta’s 

pitches, duration and timbral qualities were altered as so it blended with the remaining 

sampled instruments. This vocal sample is potentially the most explicit example of the 

‘unfolding’ tempo-process that occurs in SWEET SWEET. Although the sample lasts 

for twenty-three seconds, at fast tempos the sampler plays the beginning excerpt 

(between two to three seconds), while towards the conclusion of the composition, the 

entire vocal sample becomes audible.  

 

The Sampler Loop was sonically designed to achieve a dry, distorted timbre that 

contrasts with the drones that are saturated with delay and reverb. A list of samples 

can be found in Appendix C, while Image 1.0 illustrates the Sampler Loop’s repeated 

midi sequence.   
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Image 1.0 depicts the midi arrangement of the Sampler Loop, which continually repeats and 

decelerando’s with the tempo-process.  

 

 

Drones 

Six drones run throughout the duration of SWEET SWEET and outline the harmonic 

material of each movement while in canon to one another. The drones transition 

through five harmonic movements: Am, Fm, C#m, Gm and Cm. While the Sampler 

Loop’s teleological movement is determined via the tempo-process, each drone's 

movement is three minutes in duration, regardless of the tempo. This was achieved by 

manually recording the drones into Ableton using pitch sequences for each 

movement.  

 

The six drones can be divided into two sets, with each set having identical pitch 

material, yet differently assigned electronic instruments to contrast their sonic 

qualities. The drone’s harmonic arrangement expands throughout the composition 

with the first, third, fourth and sixth drones undergoing octave transpositions at the 

beginning of each movement. Score extract 6.0 highlights the pitch material of each 
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movement while image 2.0 demonstrates an example of each canon drone from 

movement one.  

Score extract 6.0. Pitch material of each harmonic movement in SWEET SWEET. 

 

 

Image 2.0 outlines the midi sequences of the six drones from movement one.  

 

 

The sonic qualities of the drones differentiate between each movement. SWEET 

SWEET blends ‘digital’ and ‘acoustic’ samples during movements one and five, while 

movements two to four remain ‘mono-timbral’, meaning these movements contain 

instruments that are either identical or are from the same musical family (e.g., Brass 
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instruments). Instruments were chosen from either the Soundscapes or East West 

Orchestral sample libraries.  

 

Movement one introduces the sonic quality of the composition and uses three Violins 

from the Soundscapes Library in conjunction with two French Horns and a Tuba 

sample instrument from the East West Orchestral sample library. Each instrument is 

crafted with reverb and delay. Movement two consists entirely of the Bit Throat 

sample found in the Soundscapes Library. Its ‘mono-textural’ quality compliments the 

timbral complexity of movement one, with most instruments having no effects added 

to the primary sound source. Movement three consists almost entirely of horn 

instruments, including French Horns, Trumpets and Tubas, with the exception of the 

treble instrument that uses a Colossus synth pad. Delays, granular synthesises, reverbs 

and guitar cabinets blend the horns samples with the synth instruments. Movement 

four uses the Metro Siren sample from the Soundscapes sample library, which has an 

industrial sonic quality that blends perfectly with the aesthetics of SWEET SWEET. 

Specific effects, such as delays, guitar cabinets, reverbs and LFO filters were added to 

each Metro Siren instrument to distinguish its sonic quality. Movement five’s first 

three violin samples are identical to movement one, with the remaining three 

instruments consisting of: the Crits instrument (Soundscapes Library) and; a Trumpet 

and a Tuba sample sourced from the East West Orchestral Library. These instruments 

contain various delay and reverb effects, while the final Tuba sample has distortion 

and a guitar cabinets.  
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Surround sound panning sequences 

The panning sequences distribute the pre-composed electronics throughout The 

Triadic Space Layout and accentuate the poly-temporality existing between the 

drones and Sampler Loop instruments. The panning sequences were constructed in 

Ableton with the Max4Live plugin Api SendsXNodes (Api), which uses Ableton 

return tracks to create surround sound imaging. A step sequencer is assigned to trigger 

nodes on the Api that controls the send pots. The send pots channel audio to the return 

tracks that are assigned a speaker channel. Image 3.0 illustrates the step sequencer 

controlling the audio flow through the Api into the return tracks.  

 

Image 3.0. Signal flow of audio moving through the Api surround sound tool in Ableton Live.  
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The Sampler Loop is duplicated onto two tracks and undergoes independent panning 

sequences. The first sequence moves between each speaker once every quaver, while 

the second pans once every crotchet. From 999 – 180 bpm, these panning sequences 

create unfolding textural variations, becoming rhythmic from 180– 20 bpm.  

 

Automation was manually written in the Ableton template to spatialise the drones and 

was designed to create a fluid panning sequence that would operate independently of 

the tempo-process, therefor creating a ‘hypnotic’ aesthetic. While the Sampler Loop’s 

panning sequences are measured in beat lengths, the drone's panning sequences were 

intuitively written to create a (relatively) balanced spatial field between each speaker 

at any given stage of the performance and are measured in time. Every drone 

throughout SWEET SWEET moves between each speaker every fifteen to twenty five 

seconds. There are two panning sequences that spatialise each set of drones. The 

panning sequences, like the drones themselves, are in canon to one another. Images 

4.0 and 4.1 illustrate the two automated sequences that were written for each 

movement of SWEET SWEET.  
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Image 4.0. and 4.1. Drone surround sound canon sequences in movement two. – 180 = Speaker 1. - 60 

= speaker 2. + 60 = speaker 3.  

 

 

3.1.2 Musicians' improvisations 

SWEET SWEET explores Improvisational Perspectivism, allowing the musicians to 

utilise open improvisational frameworks that were communicated via workshops, 

exercises and verbal instructions. These instructions were helpful for performers who:  
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• Came from a jazz background, and struggled to conceptualise improvisation 

outside of harmonic frameworks; 

• Came from a ‘soloist’ background, where the emphasis was on ‘virtuosity’;  

• Did not come from an improvisatory background and were unsure with how to 

approach improvisation; 

• Where unfamiliar with genres associated with minimalism and were unclear as 

to the ‘right’ or ‘wrong’ way to improvise. 

 

Exercises and instructions guided the performers choice of techniques; helped define 

their improvisatory roles; and assisted in visualising their approach in capturing an 

appropriate aesthetic for SWEET SWEET. These approaches were often paradoxical, 

with performers being frequently told to break the rules. Traditional musical 

parameters, (such as harmony), were not workshopped as the musician's were often 

intuitively able to hear and adapt to evolving harmonic movements. The following 

exercises were designed for string players, but could be readapted for other 

instrumentalists.  

 

Instructions for musicians 

• Be fearless while making mistakes.  

• Use your intuition. Imagine improvising as a method to solving a question you 

may not know how to ask yet.  

• Try and find your ‘space’ in the music. Generally speaking, consider playing 

contrasting themes to the electronics. Space can include silence. Ignore this 

guideline at any stage. 
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• Textures, modal improvisation and extended techniques commonly work in 

ASKEW performances. If unsure what to play, draw upon these techniques as a 

‘starting point’. Break this rule when necessary.  

• Improvise in such a way as to by sympathetic to the minimalist aesthetic of 

each composition.  

 

Improvisational exercises  

• Play one note. How many ways can you play one note?;  

• Pick two notes on the same string. Glissando from one note to the next as 

slowly as you can. When you have reached the second note, reverse the 

process, only slower;  

• Pick one extended technique. For every ‘real’ note you play, play your 

extended technique five times;  

• Do not play any melodic passages; 

• Play only melodic passages;  

• Play the opposite of 999 bpm; 

• Play the opposite of 20 bpm.  

 

 

Instructions for the electronics operator 

• In Ableton, solo one instrument. Instruct the musicians to improvise on that 

one aspect of the music. Repeat this exercise, drawing the performers attention 

to each musical feature of SWEET SWEET.   
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Visualisation for improvisation 

• Imagine driving a car. You get into the car, and you start to daydream. Before 

you know it, you are on a highway going 100 km/hr. You can’t remember the 

time in between, when you were changing gears, travelling through 

roundabouts, avoiding pedestrians. Being so familiar with driving, you were 

able to get from one point to the next effortlessly. Approach your soloing in a 

similar fashion.  

• Remember everything you’ve learned from workshopping these exercises. 

Also, forget everything you’ve learnt from workshopping these exercises. 

• Before playing, take a deep breath. Listen and focus on your environment. 

Focus on where the sound is not. Focus inside the sound. Focus on your 

breath. Do this for what you believe is two minutes. Play your first note. 

  

3.1.3 Performance 

As SWEET SWEET is a process-based composition, no electronics operator is 

required during performance. Once the Ableton session is activated, the pre-

composed electronics automatically play. The performers improvise within the 

guidelines discussed in chapter 3.1.2.  
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3.1.4 SWEET SWEET Discussion 

SWEET SWEET successfully captures a unique aesthetic through its extreme textures 

and luscious static drones that evolve through the tempo-process. Its teleological 

development allows the musician’s time and space to define each sonic environment 

through their improvisations. Subtle differences can be heard amongst the musician’s 

choice of tonality, use of extended techniques and silence within their performances.  

 

Despite these successes, the definition of each sonic environment was less 

pronounced in SWEET SWEET than the remaining compositions. This could be 

explained by the musician’s tendency to blend with the drones and the textures of the 

Sampler Loop rather than express their own ‘voice’ within the dualistic textures. It is 

hypothesised that further workshops need be conducted to experiment with 

approaches that assist musician’s improvisations within such a musical context.  
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3.2 Composition two: Snorkel’s Dark Room 

Snorkel’s Dark Room consolidates research conducted during the May and September 

Entry. It consists of pre-composed, process-driven electronics and a scrolling graphic 

score that uses abstract and specific symbols to facilitate the performances of three 

string musicians. The macro-score depicting the form, harmonic movements, and 

tempo-processes can be found in Appendix D.  

 

Snorkel’s Dark Room aimed to achieve the following objectives:  

• To slowly evolve its teleological movement through the use of a tempo 

process; 

• To explore Sonic Environmental Perspectivism by juxtaposing harmonic 

material throughout the Triadic Space Layout; 

• To explore the perspectives of musicians interpreting a scrolling graphic 

score; 

• To create elongated drones that fluctuate in pitch and timbre;  

• To use a drum pattern to highlight the tempo-process. 

 

Snorkel’s Dark Room's minimalist aesthetic is achieved through a tempo process, 

which commences at 20 bpm and concludes at 999 bpm. The harmonic and rhythmic 

elements were written to either emulate or be sympathetic to this process. See image 

5.1.  
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Image 5.1 illustrates the duration and tempo process of Snorkel’s Dark Room.  

 

 

Snorkel’s Dark Room explores Sonic Environmental Perspectivism by permutating 

three differently pitched, sustained drones (that are based off a sampled vacuum 

cleaner) between each room for the duration of the composition. While the 

composition harmonically sounds static when heard from a ‘neutral position’ in The 

Triadic Space Layout, the harmonies permutate between each room at the beginning 

of each movement. Each room therefore is harmonically differentiated for the entire 

duration of the composition.  

 

Snorkel’s Dark Room contains five movements, each with a sparse beginning and a 

climax. The harmonic material of each movement was constructed from midi notes on 

Ableton instrument tracks, each having a sampler instrument with the waveform of a 
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prepared vacuum cleaner. The composition peaks at movement 5, (999bpm), with the 

final harmony abruptly entering. A full discussion of the pre-composed electronics 

will occur in chapter 3.2.1.  

 

Snorkel’s Dark Room requires three string performers and consisted of a two 

violinists and a double bassist for the final performance. They perform with a 

scrolling graphic score, which uses its vertical axis to describe relative pitch 

relationships while a line synchronises the performers as it pans right to left. Although 

the musicians are synchronised with the score, nuances can be heard within their 

interpretations of the scrolling graphic score.  The synchronicity of the musicians 

makes Snorkel’s Dark Room unique amongst the final compositions.  

 

The scrolling graphic score aims to compliment and contrast against the pre-

composed electronics by exploring microtonal fluctuations and extended techniques 

and will be discussed further in section 3.2.2. Instructions provided to the musicians 

can be found in Appendix D. 

 

3.2.1 Pre-composed electronics  

The pre-composed electronics differentiate each sonic environment with contrasting 

harmonic structures that permutate at the beginning of each movement. Table 3.0 

outlines the form and harmonic progressions dispersed throughout The Triadic Space 

Layout.       
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Table 3.0 outlines the harmonic movements and structure of Snorkel’s Dark Room as they permutate 

between each room.  

 MOVEMENT 

1 

MOVEMENT 

2 

MOVEMENT 

3 

MOVEMENT 

4 

MOVEMENT 

5 

DURATIONS 00’ 00” – 10’ 

49” 

10’ 49” – 13’ 

33” 

13’ 33” – 15’ 

12” 

15’ 12” – 15’ 

22” 

15’ 22” - 17’ 

30” 

ROOM 1 Am7add2 D#m7add2 Cm7Add2 D#m7add2 A5 

ROOM 2 D#m7add2 Cm7Add2 Am7add2 Cm7Add2 D#5 

ROOM 3 Cm7Add2 Am7add2 D#m7add2 Am7add2 C5 

 

The harmonic arrangements of the first four movements are identical, with each 

(midi) note being layered on top of each other. The contour, onsets and durations of 

the fifth movement are retrograded, with the entire harmony introduced at the 

beginning, while notes are subtracted one at a time. Score extract 7.0 outlines the 

sampled-harmonic movement for room one.  
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Image 7.0 demonstrates the five harmonic movements of Room 1. Each note represents a midi note 

triggering a prepared vacuum cleaner sample. The gradual accelerando results in the first movement 

having the longest duration, with movement 5 the shortest.  
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The harmonic material’s sound source is a prepared vacuum cleaner. A magazine was 

folded into a cylindrical shape and placed in the vacuum hole. Constricting the 

magazine while air passed through would raise and lower the fundamental pitch, 

creating textural and tonal variations. The sampled recording, (five minutes in 

duration), was imported into Ableton samplers with each movements harmonic 

structure being created through midi. Each vacuum cleaner instrument has reverb and 

delay plugins added to create an ambient and 'wet' texture. Image 6.0 depicts the 

waveform of the sampled vacuum cleaner and the points where tonal fluctuations 

occur. Photographs 1.0 and 1.1 show the prepared vacuum cleaner. A full list of the 

plugins used for each instrument can be found in appendix D.  

 

Image 6.0. Red indicates semi-tonal pitch fluctuations, while blue represents microtonal fluctuations.  
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Photographs 1.0 and 1.1. Prepared vacuum cleaner used to create drones for Snorkel’s Dark Room. The 

magazine is constricted to alter the tonal and timbral qualities.  

 

 

A prepared vacuum cleaner was used for the following reasons:  

i) May Entry’s electronics blended with the live instruments due to the sound 

source material being pre-recorded. While recording various found sounds 

to replicate this research finding, it was discovered that a vacuum cleaner, 

as unorthodox as it may seem, worked exceptionally well to create 

sustained drones while blending with acoustic instruments.  

 

ii) Microtonal and semi-tonal pitch fluctuations in the recording of the 

vacuum cleaner could be manipulated, which led to unique discoveries 

when combined with the evolving tempo-process. During the beginning of 

the composition, the sampler would move through the waveform slowly, 

capturing its subtle tonal variations. Towards the climax (800 – 999 bpm) 

the sampler would rapidly move through the waveform with the vacuum 

sample becoming less tonally ambiguous.    
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Snorkels Dark Room consists of one drum line that was duplicated onto two tracks, 

with the second having reverb, distortion and frequency-filtering effects added to 

differentiate its timbre. Both tracks fade in over eight minutes and are eleven bars 

long. The drum transcription can be seen in score extract 7.0.   

 

The first drum track pans between the speakers once every bar, while the second pans 

three times every two bars. As the tempo moves beyond 200 bpm, the drums adopt a 

textural aesthetic. Each drum line has delay effects that are automated to become 

100% mixed with the ‘dry’ signal towards the conclusion of each movement. The mix 

is reduced to 20% at the beginning of each movement. The automated delay effects 

create a series of climaxes throughout the composition.  
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Score Extract 7.0. Drum transcription for Snorkel’s Dark Room. See Appendix D for the drums' 

samples and effects (i.e., mapping of the sampled electronic drums to the midi information).    

 

 

 

3.2.2 Scrolling Graphic score and live performers 

 

The scrolling graphic score facilitates the musicians’ performances and builds upon 

the research findings made during May Entry. It uses a range of abstract and specific 

symbols to articulate and contextualise performance techniques while giving 

musicians a degree of interpretative scope. The audience members can experience the 

perspectives of each individual performer interpreting the scrolling graphic score, 
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while it is projected onto the walls of The Triadic Space Layout using VDMX 

software. A line synchronises the musicians and score extract 8.0 gives an example of 

the scrolling graphic score. The musicians’ instructions and the entire scrolling 

graphic score can be found in Appendix D.  

The scrolling graphic score explores textural themes that compliment and contrast 

with the pre-composed electronics. Although the musicians perform within guidelines 

outlined in the instructions, the following elements are open to the musicians' 

interpretations:  

 

i) Dynamics. The performers have almost free interpretation of their 

dynamics, although it is recommended they blend with the pre-composed 

electronics.  

ii) Pitch. Although the performers must raise and lower their pitch in relation 

to the vertical score layout, exact pitches are chosen at their discretion. 

iii) Physical limitations. Certain graphics, particularly lines, are often 

impossible to literally play. Performers are to interpret these passages 

within the context of the music. 
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Score extract 8.0. Performers follow a line while interpreting the graphics within set parameters. 

 

 

The vertical score layout indicates the pitch degrees. The top of the page represents 

the highest pitch on a string instrument and vice versa (as depicted in score extract 

9.0). Where possible, musicians must adhere the meaning of each graphic as outlined 

in the instructions as seen in Legend 1.0. Once the graphics become either abstract or 

impossible to execute, the performers have further scope for interpretation.  
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Score extract 9.0. The higher graphics are played at a higher pitch range than the graphics toward the 

bottom of the score. 

 

 

 

Musicians are given explicit instructions as to the meaning of the graphics as seen in 

legend 1.0.  

 

Legend 1.0 describes graphics and their meaning to the musicians.  

 

  = Play a ‘tonally centred’ note.  

 

 = Sustain Pitch 
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  = Specific Dynamics 

 

=  Open string 

 

 = A faded circle indicates a harmonic.  

 

  = Dots indicate short staccato notes. E.g., Pizz.  

 

= Curved lines indicate subtle microtonal fluctuations in pitch 

 

 = Exaggerated curved lines indicate abrupt Glissandos.  

 

= Tremolo crescendo marking 

 

= Bartok / abrupt Pizz.  

 

 = A sudden Glissando with the sound returning to its original pitch.  

 

 = The first glissando uses tremolo and the second is non-tremolo.  
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 = Arppegiate marking. This occurs over double, triple and quadruple stops.  

 

 

 = Multiple lines indicate multiple notes.  

= A sharp muted arco strike, similar to ‘chopping’ technique.  

 

 

 = Crosses indicate random loud pizzicato with left hand.  

 

 

= A single ‘tonal’ note suddenly becoming a tonal cluster glissando.  

 

 = Boxed letters indicate key centres. Minor keys should be natural.  Top box = Room 1. 

Middle = Room 2. Bottom = Room 3.  

 

Although movements one to four contain graphics that are outlined in legend 1.0, the 

bridging graphics from movements four and five are open for interpretation within the 

context of the pre-composed electronics. Performers are encouraged to infuse tonality 
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with the extended techniques explored in Snorkel’s Dark Room. The last three chords 

indicate an abrupt harmonic change, and all ‘tonal’ notes following this transition fall 

within the indicated harmonies. See score extract 10.0. 

Score Extract 10.0 is the bridge between movements four and five. 

 

 

 

3.2.3 Snorkel’s Dark Room discussion 

Snorkel’s Dark Room is unique amongst the final creative outputs due to its use of a 

scrolling graphic score to synchronise each musician and the permutating harmonic 

developments of the pre-composed electronics. While the harmonic structure defines 

each sonic environment, the nuance of each musician’s interpretation of the scrolling 

graphic score highlights their unique perspectives.   

 

Snorkel’s Dark Room captures a unique performance experience as audiences must 

commit to a ‘perspective’ (room) in order to experience the individual harmonic 

movements, which otherwise sound atonal from a 'neutral' listening position. Further 
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research exploring this permutating phenomenon could further accentuate this feature 

of Perspectivism.  

 

Each musician performing an identical scrolling graphic score delivered unexpected 

results.  Unintended incidents of phasing occurred with graphics that depicted short or 

staccato performance techniques. As each musician was unable to aurally synchronise 

their performances, due to room separation, their interpretation of when to execute 

certain graphics (i.e., performance techniques) were different, despite the line 

synchronizing their performances. Further scope exists beyond this thesis to explore 

compositional approaches that exploit this phenomenon.  
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3.3 Composition three: Dancing Squares 

Dancing Squares consolidates research undertaken during March Entry by adopting 

its performative compositional approach, the Logic surround sound panning template, 

and its improvised form. It contains four movements each having a unique harmonic 

structure.  

 

Dancing Squares aims to:  

• Explore Improvisational Perspectivism;  

• Channel identical pre-composed music throughout The Triadic Space Layout 

via surround sound panning tools;  

• To create textural and rhythmic aesthetics by independently controlling Logic 

and Ableton's surround sound panning tempos. 

   

The musical material of each movement comprises of:  

• [spatialised] sustained notes  

• Poly-rhythmic Modules  

• Metallic sounds 

 

Dancing Squares outlines the unique sonic environments through the musicians’ 

improvisations, each of which are given a broad scope for improvisation to facilitate 

this role. The musicians received verbal guidelines prior to performance.  
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Dancing Squares involves three instrumentalists and an electronics (laptop) 

performer. Two violinists and a double bassist took part in the performance, although 

any instrumentalist could perform.  

 

Dancing Squares explores rhythmic and textural themes within the pre-composed 

electronics. Each track undergoes surround sound panning sequences that operate 

between 20 – 999 bpm. Sequences between 80 – 600 bpm have a rhythmic sonic 

quality, while outside of these tempo ranges the sequences become ‘spacious’ or 

‘textural’. The panning sequences are predetermined, while the electronics operator 

manipulates their tempos and effects plugins that are added to the tracks.  

 

The pre-composed music consists of: short melodic motifs, each having a differing 

rhythmic sub-division which are referred to as 'Poly-rhythmic Modules'; drones that 

are continuously sustained but spatialised throughout The Triadic Space Layout 

which are called 'Spatialised Sustained Notes' and; metal instruments that are used for 

textural effects which are called 'metallic' instruments. These musical components are 

channelled through surround sound tools in independent DAWS, allowing their 

panning sequences and tempi to be independently operated to create dualistic textures. 

The Poly-rhythmic Modules are channelled into panning sequences running at 20 bpm 

in Ableton, while the [spatialsed] sustained note sequencers simultaneously play at 

999 bpm in Logic at the beginning of the composition. Towards the conclusion of the 

performance, these tempos are reversed. The electronics operator, who uses volume 

controls to emphasise or de-emphasise each pre-composed musical component, 
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controls the structure of the composition. This will be discussed further in chapter 

3.3.3. 
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3.3.1 Pre-composed electronics 

The eight Poly-rhythmic Modules each have a unique subdivision and rhythm that are 

channelled through surround sound panning sequences in Ableton with three panning 

speeds being divided amongst the modules. The juxtaposed panning sequences 

combined with the polyrhythmic arrangements of the percussive instruments create a 

complex rhythmic field. At certain tempi these elements can either create ambient 

sounds, rhythmic figures or 'rough' and 'scratchy' textures. A table listing the panning 

speeds of each module can be found in Appendix E.  

 

Table 4.0 outlines the harmonic movements of Dancing Squares. 

MOVEMENT HARMONY 

Movement 1 Am 

Movement 2 F#m 

Movement 3 Cm 

Movement 4 Abm 

 

The electronics operator uses volume controls to raise and lower the volumes of the 

instrument channels of the pre-composed electronics, which are triggered in Ableton. 

The [spatialised] sustained notes and metallic instruments are channelled into Logic to 

undergo panning sequences.  
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The [spatialised] sustained notes can be perceived to have rhythmic and textural 

qualities that are determined by the specific panning sequence and Logic's tempo. For 

example, if a sustained pitch is channelled to panning automation that is moving 

between each speaker once per bar, it will be heard as a 'long' pitch at 20 bpm in each 

room. That same pitch and panning sequence will become a rhythmic texture at 999 

bpm. The metallic instruments add textural diversity to the arrangement and are 

channelled through a gradual panning sequence in Logic. Score extracts 11.0 and 11.1 

outline the musical material for Dancing Squares.  

Score extract 11.0. The rhythmic modules are panned throughout The Triadic Space Layout using 

Ableton surround sound plugins.  
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Score extract 11.1 outlines the [Spatialised] sustained pitches and metals of Dancing Squares. 

 

 

The sounds sourced for each instrument was chosen and sculpted to create an ambient 

and textural aesthetic. Two pianos were sourced from an orchestral East West sound 

library and were used for the first two rhythmic modules. Percussive bells were 

sourced from The Dark Side sound library, each having identical reverb and delay 

effects added, and were used for the remaining rhythmic modules. They were chosen 

for their distinctly percussive and ‘electronic’ timbres. Previous performances, such 

as March Entry, consisted of marimba and vibraphone samples that sounded jarring 

and inappropriate amongst other electronically produced instruments. The Percussive 
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Bells, due to their distortion, blend with the instrumental arrangement and suit the 

sonic qualities of the [spatialised] sustained notes.   

 

The [spatialised] sustained notes consist of a variety of sound sources, most of which 

came from the Soundscapes Volume 1 sample library. Although these sounds have 

various delay and reverb effects, certain samples were chosen because of their 

‘grainy’ or ‘distorted’ qualities, such as the Binary Choirs and Bit Throat samples. 

The voices sample was an exception, as its softer timbral quality balanced with the 

other instruments. A list of each instrument, its sample library and assigned effect and 

can be found in Appendix E.  

 

3.3.2 Musicians’ improvisations 

As with other compositions exploring Improvisational Perspectivism, the musicians 

were given a broad scope for improvisation. The musicians' unique responses are 

particularly distinctive in Dancing Squares, with the electronics having no role in 

sonically defining each room.   

 

Guidelines provided to the musicians outlined features of the music while also posing 

questions or suggestions. The instructions were:  

• Consider the sonic space and how you may contrast with the electronics. 

Within the rhythmic density, consider how sustained notes or melodies could 

complement the sonic aesthetics. 
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• Do you hate or love what you hear during the performance? How does that 

inform your improvisation?   

• The peak rhythmic complexity of Dancing Squares is beyond humanly 

possible to ‘groove’ with. Avoid attempting to ‘lock in’ with the electronics. 

You might want to break this rule if your intuition tells you otherwise.   

• The key signatures of each movement are Am, F#m, Cm and Abm. Consider 

these key signatures when improvising. 

 

3.3.3 Live performance  

Dancing Squares is a performative composition, with the pre-composed electronic 

material being manipulated live. The electronics operator guides the structure and 

aesthetics of the composition by triggering each movement and responding to the 

musicians' improvisations.  

 

The electronics operator improvises the following parameters:  

• The panning tempos of each DAW template; 

• The volume of the Poly-rhythmic Modules and [spatialised] sustained notes; 

• The triggering of each pre-composed movement;  

• Controlling the sonic quality of each pitch via redux and frequency shifter 

effects. 
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Surround sound panning tools play a crucial role in sculpting the rhythmic and 

textural features of Dancing Squares. With the [spatialised] sustained notes, pianos 

and percussion bells being spatialised in the independent DAW's, the electronics 

operator can independently control the sequence tempos of the two instrument groups, 

therefore creating extreme textural variations. A discussion of the Logic template can 

be found in Appendix A under March Entry. 

 

Dancing Squares begins with the logic template at 999 bpm and the Ableton template 

at 20 bpm. The Poly-rhythmic Modules are heard as ambient distorted textures, while 

the [spatialised] sustained notes pan quickly throughout the performance space, 

adopting a rhythmic aesthetic. As the performance progresses, the Logic tempo 

gradually decelerandos, while the Ableton template slowly crescendos. 

Approximately half way through the performance, both DAW’s tempos reach 500 

bpm, resulting in a chaotic and texturally cluttered aesthetic. As the performance 

reaches its conclusion, the tempos become reversed; with the polyrhythmic modules 

adopting a pulsing sustained-pitch quality (at 999 bpm) while the [spatialised] 

sustained notes become ambient drones at 20 bpm. This performance strategy is 

flexible, acting as a guide for the electronics operator who improvises the precise 

form of the composition and is permitted to deviate from this structure to respond 

appropriately to the performers.  
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3.3.4 Dancing Squares discussion 

Dancing Squares aesthetic quality is differentiated from the final compositions. The 

surround sound sequences create relentlessly spatialised rhythms, with each room 

sounding similar, but never identical, as audio is panned to each speaker at different 

times. This contrasts with the remaining final compositions, which combine the use of 

direct sends with surround sound tools. The ‘pulsing’ or ‘rhythmic’ aesthetic means 

Dancing Squarers is the only composition in the repertoire of this thesis to share an 

artistic relationship with pulse-based minimalist works.    

 

Dancing Squares is arguably the most successful composition to facilitate an ‘Open 

improvisational’ framework, in which the unique improvisational approaches of each 

musician are accentuated. While the electronics operator evolves the pre-composed 

material that sounds identical for each musician, the unique qualities of each 

performer become explicit.  
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3.4 Composition four: Lady Fanboy 

Lady Fanboy consolidates research undertaken during March and May Entry and 

focuses upon sonic environmental Perspectivism. It combines graphic scores with 

performative compositional processes, requiring an electronics performer, two 

Violinists and a Double Bassist. 

 

The composition contains three musical elements: 

• Sustained notes that use extreme registers to create contrasting sonic 

environments;  

• Environmental sounds and electronic drums;  

• Scores containing graphics and traditional notation that facilitate the 

musicians’ improvisations.  

 

Lady Fanboy aims to achieve the following goals:  

• To use extreme tonal registers to create multiple sonic environments; 

• To use traditional notation and graphic scores to facilitate the musicians' 

performances;  

• To evolve the composition’s teleology through metrically modulating the 

drums and increasing the density of the harmonic material.  
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Lady Fanboy’s harmonic material is arranged into extreme registers to outline distinct 

sonic environments. The ‘bass room’, uses extremely low registers, including sub-

bass frequencies. The ‘middle room’ explores pitches between D# (below middle C) 

and D# (above middle C). The ‘treble room’ explores extremely high registers. Lady 

Fanboy’s harmonic structure will be discussed further section 3.4.2.  

 

Lady Fanboy contains six movements, each with a distinct harmonic colour, rhythmic 

subdivision and arrangement. The pitch material of each movement was arranged for 

the pre-composed electronics, two violinists and one double bassist. The individual 

pitches of the pre-composed electronics have distinctive durations that repeat 

indefinitely until the next section is triggered, while undergoing continuous volume 

changes. The rhythmic and volume processes create a constant state of flux within the 

static harmony of each movement. The sonic qualities of the pre-composed 

electronics are sculpted using instruments from sample libraries and plugins. 

 

The pre-composed material also contains environmental sounds that are directly 

channelled to each room, while the drums are panned between the spaces using 

surround sound plugins. These musical components of Lady Fanboy add textural 

variation and distinguish each movement. These will be discussed in section 3.4.2.  

 

The musicians improvise within parameters outlined in the scores, which combine 

graphic and traditional notation to outline pitch material and extended techniques. 

Each movement of Lady Fanboy is allocated a score template that is marginally 

different for each musician. These scores are projected onto the walls of the Triadic 
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Space Layout during the performance. The electronics operator triggers each section 

and the corresponding scores while controlling the volume of each electronic 

instrument.  

 

Lady Fanboy is unique amongst the final compositions, with the tempo remaining at 

60 bpm throughout the performance. The macro-score of Lady Fanboy can be viewed 

in Appendix F. 

 

3.4.1 Pre-composed electronics and harmonic arrangement 

Lady Fanboy consists of six movements, each containing contrasting harmonic 

material. The instrumentation is divided into:  

• Sustained notes that create a drone-esque aesthetic;  

• Environmental sounds and textures;  

• Electronic  drums.  

 

The compositions harmonic arrangement expands throughout its duration. Movements 

one and two consist of environmental textures, while movements three to six contain 

electronic  drums that pan throughout the performance space. 

 

With the exception of movement one, each room contains a distinctive harmonic 

register, with room one designated as the ‘treble room’, room two the ‘middle’ room 

and room three the ‘bass’ room. The instrumental harmonies counterbalance the pre-
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composed electronics with opposing tonal registers. For example, the Double Bassist 

performs low register pitches in the treble room. 

 

The harmonic structure of each movement can be viewed in table 5.0. Each 

movement successively adds an extra pitch to its harmonic arrangement. Movement 

one commences with each pre-composed and acoustic instrument performing an A 

above middle C, while the sixth movement has thirty-seven pitches arranged between 

each instrumentalist and pre-composed track. Score extract 12.0 demonstrates 

movements A & F with the corresponding musicians scores. A full layout of the 

harmonic material can be found in appendix F.  

 

Table 5.0 outlines the Lady Fanboy's movements and corresponding harmonies.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MOVEMENT HARMONIC 

CENTER 

NUMBER 

OF PITCHES 

MOVEMENT 1 Am 7 

MOVEMENT 2 Cm 13 

MOVEMENT 3 Ebm 19 

MOVEMENT 4 F#m 25 

MOVEMENT 5 Bbm 31 

MOVEMENT 6 C#m 37 
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Score extract 12.0 illustrates Lady Fanboy’s harmonic material expanding over the compositions 

duration, as depicted in movements A & F. The musicians' scores have been placed next to their 

pitches.  

 

With the exception of the fundamental pitch of each harmonic movement, each pre-

composed pitch was written with a specific ‘rhythm’ that is looped indefinitely until 

the next movement is triggered. The duration of each rhythm is between four to ten 

bars duration. Score extract 13.0 outlines the rhythmic material of room one in 

movements A and F.  
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Score extract 13.0 demonstrates the duration of each pitch in room one’s pre-composed electronic 

material in movements one and six. 

 

 

 

 

Each pitch of the harmonic material was designated a sampled instrument from a 

sound library in Ableton while effects were added to create reverb, distortion and 

delays. Each room contains instruments with little or no attack on the waveforms, 

while other instruments have distortion and granular effects added to create ‘harsh’ 

textures. Lady Fanboy evolves from being sonically spacious to texturally dense over 

its duration due to the build up in instrumentation and the arrangement of pitches in 

each movement. Tables listing the instruments and effects for each instrument can be 

found in appendix F.   

 

Movements one and two consist of various environmental sounds that add textural 

variation. These samples include: a vacuum cleaner (section A only); a welder; 

chainsaw; scraping metal and chain. The environmental sounds are identical for each 
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room and their onsets are in canon. Their audio is sent to the rooms with the 

musicians experiencing identical musical material at different times. Score extract 

14.0 demonstrates the arrangement of the environmental sounds.  

 

Score extract 14.0. Environmental sounds of Lady Fanboy.  

 

 

Movements three to six include drum samples that are panned. Each section contains 

one drum track that is copied into three tracks and is offset by one beat. Each track 
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pans between the rooms at different speeds, creating a sonic relationship between 

each room.  

 

The drums metrically modulate between each movement, evolving from triplets, to 

semi-quavers, to quintuplets, to sextuplets, creating subtle teleological evolution 

during the performance and sonically unify the composition. See score extract 15.0.  

 

Score extract 15.0. Drum lines from movements three to six.  
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3.4.2 Musicians' scores 

 

Lady Fanboy’s scores are projected onto the walls of each room in The Triadic Space 

Layout. The musicians improvise within the set parameters of the scores and receive 

instructions prior to the performance. Lady Fanboy is the unique amongst the creative 

outputs to combine traditional and graphic notation to capture a balance between 

‘tonality’, ‘atonality’, ‘textural playing’ and ‘noise’.  

 

The scores provide a template for the musicians’ performances while allowing enough 

interpretative scope to perform fluidly with the improvised pre-composed electronics. 

Although the musician’s improvisations do not solely outline the sonic quality of each 

room, audiences can still witness the subtle differences between the musician’s 

interpretations of the scores.  

 

The musicians’ scores differ in pitch material (with the exception of movement one), 

while the templates remain similar within each movement. Text based instructions 

were provided at the beginning of the score for the musicians and can be found in 

Appendix F. A graphic legend describing various performances techniques can be 

viewed in the instructions extract 1.0. The scores from Violin I will be used to 

illustrate each sections layout.  

 

Instructions extract 1.0. Graphics outline various performance techniques for the performers. 

 

 

 

Image 1. Improvise short percussive sounds.  
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This can be achieved through any means necessary.  

 

 

 

Image 2. Tremolo crescendo symbol.   

All bowing techniques permissible.  

Scratchy or harsh textures encouraged.   

 

 

 

 

 

Image 3. Curved line indicates pitch bending. Straight lines indicate  

original pitch. The up curve indicates sharpening the pitch,  

while the down curve represents flattening the pitch.    

 

 

 

 

 

Image 4. Improvise dynamics. Avoid tremolo technique. All  

other techniques permissible.  

 

 

 

 

Image 5. The symbol below indicates a striking of the instrument.  

The performer can choose how to achieve this. 
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Image 6. Pluck string.  

 

 

 

 

Image 7. Play grace notes  
alongside the core note  

indicated. These can be  

chosen by the performer.   

 

 

 

Movement one 

The score for movement one is identical for each performer. A above middle C is written on 

two staves and is encompassed by a figure-of-eight line that graphically depicts a 

homophonic drone. Pre-composed electronics and musicians play (sounding) A above middle 

C. Musicians are instructed to focus on their breath and environment while hearing ‘inside the 

sound’. These instructions are designed to assist the musicians in entering into a meditative 

state while embracing the cyclical nature of the composition. The performers are given liberty 

to explore various bowing techniques and dynamic ranges while performing.  See violin score 

extract 1.0.  
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Violin score extract 1.0. Movement one is identical for all performers.  

 

 

 

 

Movement two 

Each musician is designated two pitches, while the key signature and clef are written 

in the centre. A series of modules surrounding the pitch material illustrate 

performance techniques. The dynamic markings are the core variant of the pitches, 

while the surrounding extended techniques have a secondary performance role. See 

violin I score extract 2.0.  

 

Violin I score extract 2.0. Movement two.   
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Movement three 

Movement Three consists of three modules that contain pitches that are laid out in a 

triangular format. The clef is located in the middle of the score while three 

performance techniques, including tremolo crescendos and lines depicting microtonal 

movement, connect each module. Pause markings are placed above each note.  

 

The musicians are instructed to play the top pitch before moving clockwise around the 

score using the performance markings to bridge each note. They may choose the 

duration and performance technique between the pitches, but are encouraged to pause 

on each note before continuing to the next. See Violin I score extract 3.0.      

 

Violin I score extract 3.0. Extract for movement three.  

 

 

 

Movement four 

Movement Four consists of four pitches for each performer. They are instructed to 

play one note at a time, then follow the notes corresponding line. The lines indicate 
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microtonal manipulation of the original pitch. As the section develops, musicians are 

permitted to play two or three notes simultaneously and improvise the duration at 

which to move through each line. See Violin I extract 4.0.  

 

Violin I score extract 4.0. Movement four. 

 

 

 

Movement five 

Movement five utilises a pentagonal graph to illustrate an additive process. Pitches 

are written on staves and are accompanied by dots. Lines connect the dots to illustrate 

the order of pitches for each sequence. The musicians are instructed to start with the 

pitch at the top of the page and read clockwise. When they have come to the end of a 

line, they return to the top pitch and begin again. Table 6.0 uses the pitches of violin I 

to illustrate the additive process, while Violin I score extract 5.0 provides an example 

of the score template. While articulation and performance graphics exist between each 

note, the musicians have the option to not perform these. The additive pitch process of 

movement five was directly inspired by Glass's use of additive processes. 
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Table 6.0. Pitches and numbers illustrate the additive process for Violin I. Each instrument has an 

identical process with differing pitches.  

 

PITCH PROCESS (numerically based) 

C 1 

C, Db 1-2 

C, Db, F	 1-2-3	

C, Db, F, Gb	 1-2-3-4	

C, Db, F, Gb, Bb	 1-2-3-4-5	

 

 

Violin Score extract 5.0. Graphics between the pitches articulate performance techniques. The 

musicians can choose the duration between each pitch.  

 

 

 

 

Movement six 

Movement six contains six pitches in modules that are connected via a series of 

performance markings. Clefs, key signatures and octave transposition markings are 
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written in the centre. The musicians are informed to begin with the top note and move 

clockwise around the score. The musicians can choose the duration at which they 

move between each module. See Violin I score extract 6.0. 

 

Violin Score extract 6.0. Movement six.  

 

 

 

3.4.3. Live performance  

The teleological development of Lady Fanboy is cyclical and therefor maintains a 

static temporal quality. In each movement the pre-composed electronics loop while 

the musicians cycle through their score, implicitly altering their performances each 

time. The scores and pre-composed electronics for each movement are triggered by 

the electronics operator one at a time, resulting in the movements blending into one 

another to facilitate a minimalist aesthetic.   
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Musicians are designated specific rooms that directly relate to their pitch material, 

which complements each sound environment. Table 7.0 outlines the rooms, their 

sonic qualities and the instrumentalist within the space.  

 

Table 7.0. Room qualities for Lady Fanboy 

 SONIC QUALITY INSTRUMENTALIST 

ROOM 1 ‘Treble’  Double Bass (low 

registers) 

ROOM 2	 ‘Mid’ 	 Violin II (middle 

registers)	

ROOM 3	 ‘Low’	 Violin I (High registers)	

 

 

The pre-composed electronics are performed live with an electronics operator. Each 

movement is laid out horizontally in Ableton and triggered by a Novation Launchpad 

controller.  

 

Grid sequencers are mapped to the volume control of each track. The steps of the 

sequences control the volume of the instruments while three buttons manipulate the 

maximum, minimum and random step settings. These settings correspond to the 

volume of the instrument track the sequencer is mapped to. I.e., Maximum = 

maximum volume, minimum = minimum volume, randomise = random volumes. 

Images 7.0, 7.1 and 7.2 visually depict these settings. These controls enable the 

electronics operator to create innumerable volume sequences for each electronic 
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instrument, which creates an organic state of flux that facilitates a fluid performance 

from the musicians.  

 

Image 7.0 illustrates a grid sequencer controlling the sub bass volume. Three buttons control the grid 

sequencer. Red = Minimum volume, Orange = randomised volume and Green = maximum volume. 

The steps in the blue box represent volume levels that are trigger via the grid sequencer.  

 

 

Image 7.1. The green button has been activated, and the volume has reached maximum level.  

 

 

Image 7.2. The red button has been activated with the volume reaching minimum level 
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During the performance, the musicians’ scores are triggered within VDMX to 

correspond to section changes. The scores, which are subtly different for each 

musician, are channelled to projectors in each room. See image 8.0 for VDMX 

template.  

Image 8.0. Left: Violin I. Centre: Violin II. Right: Double Bass.    

 

 

 

3.4.4. Lady Fanboy discussion 

 

Lady Fanboy is unique amongst the final compositions, creating sonic environments 

with extreme pitch registers while using score templates to outline specific pitches to 

guide the musicians' performances. It commences with each room sounding identical 

and concludes with each room being explicitly distinct. The use of extreme registers 

overtly achieves Sonic Environmental Perspectivism, while the other final 

compositions outline the sonic environments via more subtle approaches.  
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The musicians' score templates explore musical themes in depth, such as duration and 

texture, through limiting their choices of certain parameters such as pitches, rhythms 

and melodic themes.  

 

Lady Fanboy faced challenges while evolving between each movement. Triggering 

the pre-composed electronics risked creating artificial or ‘clunky’ transitions that 

were non-conducive to achieving a minimalist aesthetic. Further research is required 

to develop performance strategies or score layouts that resolve this issue within Lady 

Fanboy’s transitions.  
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4.0. Discussion 

 

The final compositions were not anticipated to originally anticipated research 

outcomes. Research at the outset expected to produce works that adopted ‘orthodox’ 

minimalist and/or post-minimalist techniques, which infused improvisation inspired 

from modal jazz paradigms. The contextual review and Entry Series experiments re-

focused my conceptual approaches and artistic direction. This led to research 

conceptualising the philosophical paradigm of Perspectivism in a compositional 

practice that created unique sonic environments (through The Triadic Space Layout) 

in conjunction with minimalist aesthetics, graphic scores and improvising musicians  

 

The philosophical literature discussed in the contextual review inspired me to 

construct a compositional model that emphasised the philosophical context 

minimalism and post-minimalism are placed within. Using the discourse of 

Perspectivism to direct my compositional practice, experiments led research to adopt 

the Triadic Space Layout in ASKEW performances. While this thesis did not aim to 

debate the positioning of minimalism within modernist and post-modernist 

discourses, it is recognised that without these initial discoveries, the compositional 

output would have taken a drastically alternate direction.  

 

While gaining insight into scholarship that viewed processes and slow teleological 

development as intrinsic to minimalist music, my interests began to move away from 

composers who had originally been central to my practice. During this process, my 

aesthetic interests began to focus on the drone-based music of La Monte Young and 

process music of Steve Reich.  
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Researching approaches for channelling minimalist inspired music throughout The 

Triadic Space Layout required a specific attention to technology. A particular 

emphasis was given to experimentations that involved digital tools that channelled 

pre-composed electronics and hardware that would facilitate the performative-based 

compositions. Compositional structure, digital environmental layouts and the 

performance space became intertwined facets of ASKEW performances. To change 

one inevitably meant altering them all. This was further complicated when attempting 

to compose music that traditionally has been performed in a single space that would 

be adaptable for three rooms while still maintaining compositional ‘unity’. As 

research developed, I was forced to re-conceptualise my entire approach to how 

various compositional techniques would function in The Triadic Space Layout.  

 

The following technological and compositional strategies were developed while 

overcoming these challenges:  

 

• Channelling drones throughout The Triadic Space Layout. Sustained notes 

channelled via surround sound tools could produce innumerable varieties of 

rhythms. Dancing Squares particularly exploited this approach.  

• Fragmenting musical themes (particular rhythmic patterns) between 

instrument tracks that were directly sent to each room. Each musician would 

receive different facets of the compositional material. Lady Fanboy channelled 

its environmental sounds using this method. 

• Dividing harmonic structures and tonal registers between each room while 

rhythmic patterns were panned throughout the performance space. Lady 
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Fanboy and Snorkel’s Dark Room drew upon this technique while exploring 

Sonic Environmental Perspectivism.  

• Distributing musical scores throughout the Triadic Space Layout via 

projectors.  

 

It was consciously decided to approach the final creative works as unified 

compositions that were fractured between three rooms following the Entry Series. 

Each room would be audible from ‘neutral’ positions in the performance space, while 

having their own unique sonic qualities. Creating alternative sound environments 

between each room, whereby audiences could experience alternative perspectives of 

the entire composition, defined my approach to exploring musical Perspectivism.  

 

The technological focus of research and performative innovations meant a range of 

musical parameters were outside research scope and will require further investigation 

in future ASKEW projects. Research opportunities still exist to examine certain 

compositional approaches in further detail. Future ASKEW performances would 

benefit from exploring:  

 

• An in depth exploration into the possibilities of using graphic and traditional 

notation to guide improvisation. A broad range of compositional techniques 

were not included in the final works as they were beyond the scope of 

research. Further investigations into broader applications of musical notation 

could lead to the discovery of unique interrelationships between each room of 

the Triadic Space Layout.  
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• The use of traditional notation that emphasises rhythmic devices. 

Experimentations that attempted to synchronise precise rhythmic figures 

between each room were considered unsuccessful and were discarded for the 

final compositions. In retrospect, these compositional tools could yield 

positive results if further time is dedicated to rehearsals and workshopping 

exercises.  

 

• Sampling of musicians' audio live. May Entry uncovered potentially 

innovative results through sampling and channelling instruments throughout 

The Triadic Space Layout, but required further development outside the scope 

of this project.  

 

• Research into compositional and technological devices, which would facilitate 

the musicians’ performances, could bridge potential concerns musicians have 

expressed while performing with pre-composed electronics—that is, the lack 

of an interactive relationship between pre-composed electronics and the 

musicians' performances.  

 

• Permutating harmonic structures in each room throughout the duration of a 

composition. This technique was explored in Snorkel’s Dark Room towards 

the end of research and was particularly successful. There still remains a broad 

scope of creative possibilities to exploit this technique.  
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• Combining direct sends with surround sound tools. Although this technique 

was utilised in the final compositions, there exists a broader scope for utilising 

this technological tool.  

 

While the compositions were considered successful, it is recognised that certain 

research approaches, compositional techniques, performance challenges and concerns 

still exist and need further attention in future ASKEW performances. These include:  

 

• While feedback from audience members during Entry Series was crucial to 

research, a broad range of opinions infrequently distracted from the core 

thesis. Audience critique should be considered within the parameters outlined 

at the consolidation of the Entry Series.   

 

• The efficiency between the transitions of the final compositions did not reach 

their highest potential, due to the variety of digital tools operating. ASKEW 

performances would benefit from simplifying the digital environment setup. 

This would also assist in reducing the CPU load.  

 

• The electronics operator in the final performance still maintained a bias 

towards their perspectives of the performers closest to their operating station. 

As the electronics operator maintains control of the performative 

compositions, a strategy still needs to be developed whereby she/he is less 

stationary.3  

 
                                                
3 Headphone monitoring was experimented with during Entry Series, but gave a 
distorted perspective of the performance.    
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• It was discovered at the consolidation of research that musically exploring 

Perspectivism in composition meant creating contrasting sonic environments. 

While the final compositions achieved this goal, there exists an array of 

creative directions and performance approaches that could potentially 

emphasise this core aspect of ASKEW performances.  
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5.0 Conclusion 

 

This practice-led research masters culminated in four compositions that use 

Perspectivism as a discourse to write minimalist inspired music, creating distinct 

sonic environments in a site-specific location. The final compositions, SWEET 

SWEET, Snorkel’s Dark Room, Dancing Squares and Lady Fanboy 'fractured' three 

musicians and speakers into three adjacent rooms of a performance space layout 

titled, The Triadic Space Layout. Pre-composed electronics are channelled to the 

musicians who use 'Open' and 'Controlled' improvisational approaches to guide their 

performances.  

 

Through experimentation and self-reflective practice two compositional models were 

developed. These were titled Improvisational Perspectivism and Sonic Environmental 

Perspectivism. This thesis outlines the process that led to the consolidation of research 

while articulating these compositional approaches.  

 

Lady Fanboy and Snorkel's Dark Room created contrasting sonic environments 

through either harmonic variations or tonal registers of the pre-composed electronics. 

This approach was titled Sonic Environmental Perspectivism. Dancing Squares and 

SWEET SWEET utilised the musician's improvisations to create unique sonic spaces, 

with each musician receiving identical pre-composed electronic music. This approach 

was titled Improvisational Perspectivism.  

 

Lady Fanboy and Dancing Squares were performative compositions, requiring an 

electronics operator (laptop) to perform with the musicians. Snorkel’s Dark Room and 
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SWEET SWEET utilise a pre-determined process-based compositional approach to 

determine their teleological movement.  

 

Research discovered that ‘Open’ improvisational approaches suited compositions 

exploring Improvisational Perspectivism. Open improvisational guidelines gave the 

musicians a broad improvisational scope and facilitated their individual 

interpretations of the pre-composed electronic music.  

 

‘Controlled’ improvisational structures suited compositions exploring Sonic 

Environmental Perspectivism. In this approach, graphic scores communicated 

conceptual ideas to the musicians while leaving scope for interpretation.  
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Appendices 
 
 

 
Appendix A: Entry Series Journal 
  
Entry Series were conducted from July 2014 to July 2015. Eight performances were 
presented, each exploring differing approaches to compositional techniques, 
technology, improvisation, the spatialisation of speakers and the use of video based 
images. The research findings and creative processes of each Entry will be 
summarised with respects to the audience feedback, my personal opinions, and the 
contributions each performance made towards the final creative output.  
 
Audio files of each live recording can be found at: 

https://askewmastersproject.bandcamp.com/ 

 
 

JULY ENTRY: Music for Wall Paper 
 
Music for Wallpaper was my first experiment in using three speakers to disperse 
different perspectives of a composition to musicians who would respond through 
improvisation. I was attempting to create an environment whereby the musicians and 
audience could perceive different perspectives of the ‘whole’ composition. It 
premiered at the Music, Mayhem and Change conference held at the Queensland 
Conservatorium of Music in July 2014.  
 
The speakers were placed in a triangular position, facing away from each other, with 
each musician performing in front of a different speaker (see Diagram 1.0). The 
composition was originally written for three musicians, but due to illness, one 
musician was unable to attend the performance, leaving two musicians to perform on 
the recording.  
 
July Entry had little impact on my final thesis, as I was still writing in a post-
minimalist aesthetic that was influenced by Reich and Glass’s later periods. Askew 
went a different creative direction and therefore most of the compositional techniques 
explored in July Entry were discarded. Section C did however begin to capture a 
minimalist aesthetic discussed in chapter 1.1.  
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DIAGRAM 1.0. The musicians face a speaker and improvise with the music. The audience is invited to 
move around the space.  

 
 
CREATIVE PROCESS 
 
Music for Wall Paper was a twenty-minute piece that consisted of four movements, 
each exploring differing textural, tonal and sonic pallets. The music dispersed through 
out the speakers was electronically produced, while the musicians performed 
acoustically. I attempted to avoid melodies or ‘melodic themes’ in order to emphasise 
‘floating’ or ‘hypnotic’ musical textures that suspended the listeners sense of 
temporality, a common technique found in minimalist music (Kramer, 1981; Smith, 
2004). 
 
The pre-composed electronics were written in traditional notation, with the midi being 
exported into Logic. While the composition was scored for six ‘marimbas’ and 
‘violins’ the sonic quality of each instrument was manipulated and sculpted in a 
digital environment, which led to a an arrangement far more elaborate than originally 
envisaged. Sounds were sourced from an orchestral library and manipulated through 
plugins and effects. Three sub-mixes of the instrumentation were dispersed amongst 
the speakers with each improviser receiving a contrasting arrangement. The violins, 
cellos and double basses were assigned to specific speakers, with the exception of 
section C that channeled each granulated violin sporadically. Individual notes of the 
vibraphone/marimba parts were divided amongst the speakers, creating unique and 
erratic spatial effects. 
 
The electronic musical component of Music for Wall Paper was pre-composed, which 
meant no live electronic manipulation took place.  
 
 
THE MUSIC 
 
Music for Wall Paper comprised of four sections, each with a unique compositional 
approaches. The ‘whole’ composition became fractured to both the audience and 
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musicians due to the spatialised sub-mixes. Violins were chosen to perform because 
of the instruments abilities to sustain notes (i.e., create drones) and its timbral 
similarity with the pre-composed electronics.  
 
Each section of Music for Wall Paper adopted a unique compositional approach and 
will be discussed.  
 
Section A (0’ 00” – 5’ 00”) 
 
Section A was five minutes in length and written in the mode of F Aeolian. It 
consisted of two prevailing textures: short-distorted rhythms and long sustained 
‘violin’ lines. The accompanying musicians improvised harmonics to blend with the 
pre-composed electronics, while the section moved through five harmonic variations. 
Although section A explored interesting timbres, it had no impact on the final creative 
output.  
 
Section B (5’ 00” – 10’ 10”) 
  
Section B was written in E Aeolian and used pizzicato ‘violin’ rhythms that were 
similar to Reich’s interlocking drum patterns (Mertens & Hautekiet, 1983, p. 58; 
Potter, 2000, pp. 204 - 207). Section B was less successful due to various sudden 
stops that caused the musicians’ improvisations to ‘jar’ and become ‘forced’.  The 
challenges caused by section B have directed my compositional practice to become 
process driven, to avoid sudden and abrupt changes.  
 
Section C (10’ 10” – 15’ 10”) 
 
Section C was modally based in A# Locrian, and is the most contrasting section of the 
composition, consisting of tremolo violins that are run through a granulator plugin. It 
is the most texturally static of each section and is reminiscent of Gradual Requiem by 
Ingram Marshall (Marshall, 1980). Section C was the beginning of my movement 
towards capturing a musical Minimalist aesthetic that focused specifically on textures 
and drones.  
 
Section D (15’ 10” – 20’ 25”) 
 
Section D attempted to use additive and subtractive rhythms pioneered by Glass in 
such works as Music in Contrary Motion (1969), Strung Out (1967) and Einstein on 
the Beach (1979) (Philip Glass, 1967, 1969; Phillip Glass, 1979). Unlike the 
pandiatonic harmonies of sections A-C, section D consists of chord changes that 
occur approximately every sixty seconds. The introduction of a sampled drum kit lifts 
the energy, propelling the composition towards a climax. These compositional 
elements, although successful, did not inspired future experiments. Abrupt climaxes 
undermined the principal of minimalist aesthetics that aim to create ‘timelessness’ and 
‘non-teleological’ movement (Johnson, 1994; Smith, 2004). For this reason, 
experiments to date do not reflect musical ideas explored in section D.  
 
 
MUSICIANS IMPROVISATIONS 
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The performers received instructions that provided a guide to the macro features of 
the music including duration, harmonic material and textual variations. The musicians 
did not receive instructions with regards to improvising. During the rehearsals, it 
became clear that my desire for the performers to improvise ‘freely’ was based on the 
premise of how I ‘assumed’ the performers would respond to the pre-composed 
electronics, which negated the premise of ‘free improvisation’. The musician’s 
instructions were also unclear which partially led to the exploration of graphic 
notation in future performances. This will be discussed further in the September and 
May Entry chapters.     
 
 
FINDINGS AND CHALLENGES 
 
The performance of Music for Wall Paper uncovered strengths and weaknesses with 
the speaker layout. Due to their close proximity certain compositional practices, such 
as hocketing, were effective at creating acoustic effects in the performance space. The 
layout of the speakers emphasised qualities of hocketed rhythms, with certain notes 
being in the ‘foreground’ and ‘background’ of the listener’s perception. Hocketing 
was a technique commonly used amongst Reich’s music that arrived from Gamelan 
and African musical influences (Potter, 2000, pp. 204 - 207; Reich, 2002, pp. 20-22).   
 
The positioning of the speakers however, meant that neither the audience members 
nor musicians could effectively distinguish the contrasting perspectives from each 
speaker. This discovery would eventually lead future performances to take place in 
site-specific venues that separated performers and speakers amongst different rooms 
to create sonic isolation. In doing so, the perspectives of each performer and speaker 
would become more pronounced.   
 
Certain compositional techniques were more effective than others for both technical 
and aesthetic reasons. Slowly evolving compositional techniques allowed for 
musicians to respond fluidly and cohesively to musical stimulus. Sections A, B and D 
were less successful due to sudden and unpredictable movements in musical themes 
that created jarring and rigid performances amongst the musicians. This discovery in 
Music for Wall Paper was the beginning of my movement towards process-based 
compositional approaches, which aligned my practice with traditional minimalist 
composition (Bernard, 2003; Potter, 2000; Schwarz, 1980, 1981). 

 
Although June Entry was a noble attempt, it was so far removed from successfully 
highlighting musical Perspectives that most of its material had little to no impact on 
the final creative output.  

 
 

2.3 SEPTEMBER ENTRY 
 

September Entry was thirty minutes long and consisted of three sections, each with a 
unique texture and compositional approach. The performance took place in the 
EMERSD studio at The Queensland Conservatorium, Griffith University and used the 
same speaker layout as Music for Wallpaper. The electronic component for 
September Entry was written in the digital environment using my intuition to dictate 
what ‘sounded’ good, rather than using standard notation or orchestration practices. 
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This creative process meant technology began to have an intricate role in the 
production and presentation of my music.    
 
The music was pre-composed in the Logic with very little or (in the case of Section 
A) no manuscript notation. No live electronic manipulation of the pre-composed 
material occurred. 
 
Section C of September Entry was my first experiment in exploiting surround sound 
as a compositional tool to sonically spatialise the musical arrangement rather than 
creating ‘sub-mixes’.  
 
Two violinists and a double bassist participated in the performance, each standing in 
front of a speaker and improvising to their perspective. They received a text based 
instructional score, similar to Music for Wall Paper’s score, with the exception of an 
added column that contained recommended approaches to for the musicians’ 
improvisations. This was the first attempt made at guiding the performers.  
 
The score proved unsuccessful for improving the musician’s performances. The score 
was too dense with information for the performers to read fluidly. The instructions 
were laid out vertically, which proved counter-intuitive for musician’s who were akin 
to horizontally notated music. As a result, scores were abandoned until May Entry, 
which explored graphic notation as a tool to communicate improvisational 
frameworks. These will be discussed chapter 2.4.  
 
 
Section A 
 
Technology became an intricate aspect of my compositional process with no 
manuscript being used. Section A comprised of samples from a variety of sources that 
were compiled into a digital sampler. Distorted drum sounds were sampled from the 
remix of Björk’s Enjoy off the Telegram album (Bjork, 1997). Other sounds including 
scraping metal, a radio signal, welding, Native American chanting, chain saws and 
bells were gathered from an open sourced sound library.  
 
The duration for Section A was ten minutes and fifty-three seconds. The introduction 
consisted of ‘randomised’ sounds from the sampler that were spatialised around the 
speakers. The musicians were instructed to ‘improvise freely’ during this opening. 
The two following subsections were in 5/8 and 7/8. Each section consisted of a core 
‘beat’ that I freely composed variations on. Both sections featured harsh textures of 
distorted beats, while the 7/8 section introduced bells and American Indian chanting 
as the central musical focus.  
 
Section did not capture a ‘minimalist’ aesthetic with a supervisor remarking it was 
more akin to underground Japanese electronica! My focus on new technologies lured 
my attention from the compositional parameters laid out in chapter 2.0. Section A was 
viewed as a distraction from my primary research rather than a central focus. The 
sample library however, was profoundly influential during research. It would become 
one of the primary sound sources used to create harsh and intrusive textures in section 
C of September Entry, which profoundly influenced my final compositions.  
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Section B 
 
Section B explored sustained notes that attempted to build upon the success of section 
C from Music for Wallpaper.  
 
Three different harmonic movements were chosen for each individual speaker as an 
attempt to ‘fracture’ the harmonic material to the musicians, giving them different 
perspectives of the harmonic material. The pitch material was written pandiatonically 
with music moving from low to high registers over the course of eight minutes and 
thirty-seven seconds. The harmonic material for each speaker was:  
 
Speaker 1: F#m 
Speaker 2: Bm 
Speaker 3: Am 
 
A sample library titled Soundscapes Volume 1. (Soundscapes) provided the sound 
sources for section B. The samples used included the Metro, Voices, Bowed Ride and 
Rain. The Voice sample carried the harmonic material with the remaining samples 
adding texture. Soundscapes was exceptionally effective in blending with the string 
instruments and was used in most future ASKEW performances.  
 
The musicians improvised sustained notes that blended well with the music. While the 
instructions guided them to play long sustained notes, they intuitively followed the 
pitch and register contour. The tendency for musicians to ‘follow’ the music while 
improvising was problematic and would influence my approaches to writing 
frameworks for musicians to improvise within.  
 
 
Section C 
 
Section C was my first attempt to write music using a systematic compositional 
process. This section combined the harsh textures of section A with the drone 
aesthetics of section B within a macro compositional process that created a slowly 
evolving poly-timbral aesthetic that audience members described as ‘Post-
Apocalyptic Drone’ and ‘Noise-Hop’. An erratic, distorted and ‘glitchy’ rhythmic 
pattern was written for the sampler in section A that ran for 22 bars of 4/4 time. This 
pattern started at 999 bpm and slowed down to 20 bpm over the course of seven 
minutes and forty seconds. A floating, ‘drone-esque’ accompaniment using the 
Voices sample from the Soundscapes sound library entered after the rhythmic texture 
went through four cycles. The drone-esque accompaniment transitioned through four 
key signatures, (Am, Cm, F#m and Em) and contained pre-set surround sound 
automation. The drone-esque accompaniment was divided into three independent 
tracks, and set in canon to one another. The canon effect resulted in the harmonic 
material transitioning through periods of dissonance/consonance while the sound 
slowly panned around the speakers.  
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FINDINGS AND CHALLENGES 
 
September entry was positively received but raised concerns amongst audience 
members and performers, which had far reaching influence on future experiments. A 
supervisor remarked that although the timbres of the acoustic instruments and the 
electronics blended effectively, amplification would potentially bring the performers 
into the electronic ‘sound-world’. All future ASKEW performances as a result were 
amplified.  
 
A performer noted that a difference in rehearsal and performance space considerably 
impacted on their approach to improvisation. This feedback led to Askew rehearsals 
being held in the same performance space following September Entry.  
 
Concerns still existed with the isolation of sounds between the speakers to emphasise 
the different perspectives of the composition. Suggestions included: alternative 
speaker positions; giving more attention to the arrangement of the composition (both 
pre-written and improvised) and; using iPad’s to orchestrate certain sections. My 
solution to this problem will be discussed in the November Entry.  
 
Audiences noted a lack of dynamic contrast through the performance. This critique 
was an ongoing issue throughout Entry series, and also carried weight in the final 
creative outputs.   
 
Section A ultimately had little influence on my final compositions due to it being too 
aesthetically removed from the minimalist genre. Section B although successful, was 
too mono-textural. Although intrinsically simple, the sonic effect of Section C was 
extraordinary, with one audience stating he wanted it four times louder! After 
consolidating research, it is still my opinion that section C was one of the strongest 
and most effect forms of compositions discovered during Entry Series and carried 
significant weight when compiling my final creative outputs.  
 
 
2.4 NOVEMBER ENTRY 
 
November Entry was the most crucial performance during Entry Series, due to the 
site-specificity, physical layout and the philosophical implications that arose from the 
performance. The performance occurred at Manor on Manning Street, a residential 
house that also functioned as a D.I.Y venue for emerging artists with a focus on 
electronica, noise music and installation.  
 
With unsuccessful attempts to comprehensively separate each musician’s perspectives 
in previous performances, I considered the possibility of placing speakers and 
musicians into different rooms while centrally controlling music from a ‘neutral’ 
position in the house. November Entry was the first attempt at realising this format 
that was titled The Triadic Space Layout.  
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I wrote four rhythmic modules, each between one and four bars in duration, to be used 
as the core material for the composition. Each module was arranged for three 
‘instruments’ in traditional musical notation to outline the rhythmic and pitch 
material. Each module was imported into Logic and the sounds were sculptured using 
sound libraries and plugin effects. Each ‘instrument’ was assigned a different speaker, 
so each player received an alternative sub-mix (perspective) of the composition.  
 
A supervisor advised me to consider using Ableton Live rather than Logic as a live 
performance tool. While exploring Ableton Live, I was inspired by its sampler plugin, 
and considered if this could be utilised as a tool in my compositional practice.  
 
I wrote small rhythmic modules in Sibelius, exported their midi into Logic, recorded 
their audio and then imported each audio clip into a Sampler instrument track in 
Ableton. I used the arms of the sampler to isolate and loop microsecond samples of 
each waveform, thereby capturing a variety of tonalities and textures from the 
modules. I then looped these microsecond samples to create drone-esque timbres with 
the use of reverb and delay plugins. As the performance progressed, I extended the 
arms of the sampler to expose each complete module.   
 
This approach essentially used twenty-first century technology to recreate additive 
and beat substitution processes innovated by Glass and Reich, whereby their 
compositions would begin with a musical motif, before slowly ‘unveiling’ a particular 
musical fragment or module that would usually be one or two bars in length. My 
process however, began with fragments usually microseconds in length and expanded 
until the whole musical fragment was exposed. See diagrams 1.0, 1.1 and 1.3 for an 
example of this process.  
 
 
Diagram 1.0. An example of several microseconds being sampled and looped from a pre-composed 
musical module. Drone-esque sound effects were created through the use of reverb and delay plugins.  
 

 
 
 
Diagram 1.1. An example of one beat of the same pre-composed musical module. I would open the 
sampler’s arms to expose a larger fragment of the module.  
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Diagram 1.3. An example of the entire module exposed.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
THE PERFORMANCE LAYOUT AND PROCESS 
 
The performance space consisted of three different rooms, each containing a musician 
and speaker. All Askew performances following November Entry utilised this layout 
and will be referred here on as The Triadic Space Layout. Each room was empty with 
the exception of a coloured light (i.e., Room 1: Green light, Room 2: Yellow light, 
Room 3: Blue light). The speakers channelled the pre-composed electronics to the 
musicians who freely improvised to the material they heard. I manipulated the pre-
composed electronics live and situated myself in the hallway to hear each individual 
room. Please see diagram 3.0 for The Triadic Space Layout.  
 
 
Diagram 2.0. The Triadic Space Layout at Manor on Manning.  
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November Entry consisted of four movements, each with a contrasting harmonic 
centre and rhythmic subdivision. The performance commenced with module one and 
evolved through modules two, three and four over the duration of the composition 
(28’ 40”). At the beginning of each movement, microseconds were sampled from 
each module to create drones and over the course of three to five minutes, each 
module was expanded to encompass the entire rhythmic module. Each module would 
be sequentially triggered. November Entry aimed to create flow between the drone-
esque and rhythmic themes and allow the modules to ‘unfold’ or ‘reveal’ themselves 
throughout the development of the performance.   
 
November Entry was the first experiment whereby the musicians were amplified, thus 
bringing them into the same ‘sound world’ as the electronic music.  The audience was 
invited to move amongst the performance space and hear the various perspectives 
November Entry.  
 
 
FINDINGS AND CHALLENGES 
 
November Entry raised a series of research questions and issues, the significance of 
which I did not realise until the end of research. While overcoming a range of 
technical challenges, the validity of these questions were overlooked, largely because 
they did not appear to relate to the project at this point. In June Entry, these issues 
would become very practical phenomenological problems, which required attention 
while making artistic choices as to the direction of my research. At the time I thought 
many of these questions to be either trivial or abstract concerns. Issues voiced by 
audience members during November Entry were attempting to address the core 
question of my research in the exploration of Perspectivism in music. This will be 
discussed further in June Entry.  
 
Spatialising the musicians and pre-composed electronics was intended as an 
exploratory element of my work. What begun as an experiment, morphed into a core 
feature of ASKEW performances. The layout of November Entry effectively 
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segregated the sound environments enough that musical perspectives could be clearly 
identified.  
 
An audience member remarked at the variety of contrasting elements you could 
explore in the work, and asked, ‘What is the meaning of all this, or the final point’? I 
thought the question trivial, as I knew I was attempting to outline the different 
perspectives of the composition and thought the question irrelevant or self-evident. It 
was not until June Entry, where I would not have the privilege of hearing ‘all rooms 
at once’, that I was forced to make defining aesthetic choices in regards to the process 
and ASKEW layout. These questions became incredibly important. Although I will 
discuss these issues further in June Entry, I regret not realizing the weight of these 
issues sooner.  
 
Potentially the most important question raised during November Entry was whether 
November Entry was a ‘whole composition’ that was fractured between each room, or 
whether I was composing for three individual sonic environments that could be 
completely segregated with virtually no relationship to each other. This question had 
profound impact on my use of electronic and compositional tools, (particularly while 
spatialising the pre-composed electronics) as to whether I wanted the composition to 
be ‘holistic’ or ‘individualistic’. Creating a ‘whole composition’ meant channelling 
identical pre-composed electronics to each room using surround sound panning tools. 
Individualistic sound environments were achieved through pre-arranged sub-mixes 
being channelled through outputs on my sound interface. During the consolidation of 
research, it was realised that each composition was in fact creating unique sonic 
environments, either through the musician’s improvisations or via the arrangement of 
the pre-composed electronics.  
 
This tension between creating holistic and individual sonic environments also 
contained a sub question. As each performance was recorded, was the recording of the 
performance the final work or the performance itself? It became clear in June Entry 
that the recording was NOT the work and the experience of ASKEW performances 
were completely different from the recordings. It was perhaps this phenomenological 
experience of Askew as both an audience member, a musician and as a composer that 
was the most confrontational and frustrating element of my work. Because the 
composition is the experience of the three individual rooms (i.e., the perspectives) 
then no person, including myself (the composer) can every experience or hear the 
composition in its entirety!  A full discussion of this will occur in the June Entry 
chapter.  
 
November Entry was the first performance where audience members began to 
recommend controlled or orchestrated parameters for improvisation. This facet of 
ASKEW performers was addressed during the May Entry and will be discussed in that 
chapter.  
 
An audience member remarked that the new layout of ASKEW had exceptional 
potential to become an installation work rather than a traditional composition. This 
remark influenced future decisions to begin incorporating experimental videos into 
the Entry Performances and will be discussed in future chapters.  
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A supervisor queried the possibility of capturing musician’s audio during 
performances to use as sound source material. This suggestion also reoccurred during 
March Entry, which led me to experiment with this approach in May Entry.  
 
The amplification of the instruments was successful in increasing volume and 
blending acoustic timbres with the electronic sounds. One audience member disputed 
this, but ultimately both my supervisor and I agreed that future performances should 
utilise amplification for the instruments.  
 
Although the speaker layout and site-specificity of November Entry defined the focus 
for the remaining experiments, the musical component was mostly disappointing. A 
highlight upon reflection was the various drone and ambient textures created by the 
micro-samples and the responses given by the performers to these musical stimuli. 
When the modules were played in full however, the texture became thin and empty, 
with the musicians trying to ‘groove’ to the modules that were highly rhythmic in 
nature. Because the modules were electronic and the musicians felt the need to play 
‘around’ the modules, the quality of the overall sound became contrived, stifled and 
non-blended. The rhythmic modules were unsuccessful at capturing a minimalist 
aesthetic and were mostly abandoned for the remaining performances, with the 
exception of June Entry.    
 
 
 
2.5 MARCH ENTRY 
 
March Entry used a reduced amount of musically notated material to achieve a large 
potential for musical variations within The Triadic Space Layout. The model was 
called ‘Subtractive Composition’. The process involved pre-composing harmonic 
drones that spanned across a broad range of registers. After triggering a whole drone, 
various pitches would be added or subtracted using volume controllers. This method 
was implicitly inspired by La Monte Young’s use of dream chords, as discussed in 
chapter 1.1.  
 
Although March Entry had two sections, Subtractive Composition modelling was 
developed during section A and will be the focus of discussion due to its impact on 
my final creative output.  
 
 
SECTION A   
 
Section A consisted of four movements, each containing a unique harmonic structure, 
which were pre-composed in Sibelius. The midi was exported into Ableton Live 
where a sound source was allocated to each midi note on an instrument channel from 
either an East West or Soundscapes sound library. The midi notes were looped (when 
triggered) in Ableton Live to create an ambient aesthetic. Diagram 3.0 and 3.1 depicts 
the harmonic material in Sibelius and Ableton Live.  
 
The first three instruments consisted of French horns and Waterphone sound sources, 
while the next three were allocated violin sound sources from the Soundscapes 
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Library. The final instrument was assigned Piano and Crotales samples from an East 
West sound library.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Diagram 3.0 outlines the four movements and their harmonies of section A in March Entry.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
Diagram 3.1. The Sibelius arrangement was imported into Ableton Live. Each chord is horizontally 
placed along the Preview Window. E.g., Red = First Harmony, Yellow = Second Harmony, e.c.t.  
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The Triadic Space Layout was adopted due to its success in November Entry. March 
Entry used surround sound panning automation in Logic to channel audio signal 
through the performance space. This process resulted each musician receiving 
identical musical material and different times, and therefor their improvisations 
defined the sonic space of each room. 
  
AuNetSend plugins were used to transmit audio signal from Ableton Live into Logic 
to utilise the surround sound panning tools, as it was thought that Ableton was only 
capable of stereo output. The AUNetSend plugins were placed on the return channels 
of Ableton while the signal flow was controlled through send pots on each instrument 
channel strip. Diagram 4.0 outlines the signal flow from Ableton into Logic. The 
combination of using Logic and Ableton became central to all future ASKEW 
performances. 
 
 
Diagram 4.0. Signal flow from Ableton Live to Logic.  
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Within Logic multiple parameters of the surround sound tools were controlled. These 
consisted of:  
 

i) The exact pattern (rhythm) in which a sound source travelled between each 
speaker. These patterns were pre-determined; 

ii) The speed in which the sound source travelled between each speaker 
(using with the tempo adjuster) and;  

iii) The sonic focus at which sound moved between each speaker. I.e., I would 
adjust the surround sound spread depending on whether I wanted sounds to 
move between each speaker gradually or abruptly (Diagrams 5.0 & 5.1 
graphically depict the spread tool in Logic).   
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Diagram 5.0. A wide spread on the surround sound tool allowed audio to be distributed through 
multiple speakers, while being focused upon the central speaker. 
  

 
 
 
Diagram 5.1 depicts a narrow spread on the surround sound tool, meaning the audio is only focused on 
speaker 1. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
March Entry consisted of pre-set and adjustable parameters. Adjustable parameters 
were improvised with during the performance.  
 
The following parameters where predetermined before the performance:  
 

i) The harmonic material in diagram 3.0; 
ii) The Sample Library sound sources and; 
iii) The Surround Sound automation sequences.  

 
I constructed sequenced processes for the surround sound automation that was based 
off an additive rhythmic process. Although I did not deliberately intend to use Glass’s 
additive process techniques discussed in chapter 1.1, my overt use of it while 
constructing automated panning sequences highlights how my immersion in 
minimalism had explicit influence on my creative processes.  
 
The amount of times a sound source would move through each speaker per sequence 
was pre-determined numerically.  
 
E.g.,  
One speaker per sequence = 1 
Two speakers per sequence = 2 
Three Speakers per sequence = 3 
Etc. 
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The six channels were paired and contained the same unison sequence.  
 
E.g.,  
Channel A & B = 1st panned sequence 
Channel C & D = 2nd panned sequence 
Channel E & F = 3rd panned sequence 
 
Channel G contained a freely drawn automation curve that became wider throughout 
its progression to provide the composition with a fluid spatial quality. Table 1.0 
outlines the sequences and how they translated into the performance space. Image 4.0 
shows the panning automation in the Logic Environment 
 
 
TABLE 1.0.  Panning sequence of March Entry.  
SEQUENCE Tracks A & B 

Sequence 
Tracks C & 
D Sequence 

Tracks E & F 
Sequence 

Sequence 
numbers 
written in 
Logic 
Template 

Sequence 1 1 1 1 1,1,1 
Sequence 2 2 1 1 2,1,1 
Sequence 3 3 2 1 3,2,1 
Sequence 4 4 3 2 4,3,2 
Sequence 5 5 4 3 5,4,3 
Sequence 6 6 5 4 6,5,4 
Sequence 7 7 6 5 7,6,5 
Sequence 8 8 7 6 8,7,6 
Sequence 9 8 8 7 8,8,7 
Sequence10 8 8 8 8,8,8 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Image 4.0. Logic panning template for March Entry. The blue lines represent the Surround Sound 
automation between each speaker. Each note of the harmony was allocated a channel strip. The yellow 
bar represents a particular panning sequence that is looped.  
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Parameters were manipulated during the performance in Ableton via midi controllers. 
These consisted of:  
 

i) The timbral quality of each instrument via plug ins that controlled audio 
effects; 

ii) The speed at which Ableton Live would cycle through each note (i.e., 
‘song’ tempo); 

iii) The exact panning sequenced used at various stages of the performance; 
iv) The triggering of each harmonic row; 
v) The volume of each Logic instrument channel via a BFC200 midi 

controller; 
vi)  The speed at which Logic would cycle through the pre-set automated 

panning sequences and; 
vii) The particular surround sound sequences used during the performance.  

 
 
 
Visuals 
 
Critique from November Entry inspired me to view the Triadic Space Layout as being 
installation-esque in its unconventional use of space. This led me to consider using 
interactive visuals in each room whereby musicians would activate various visual 
effects through their performance. I considered it a possibility that the visuals might 
add a different element to exploring each room’s perspective. Although the aesthetics 
and process of these visuals had no impact on my final performance, the digital 
software used in March Entry directly influenced my approach to projecting graphic 
scores on the walls for musicians to follow during May Entry.  
 
Although it is irrelevant and beyond the scope of this exegesis to describe the role of 
visuals during March Entry, a link has been proved below to give the reader a sense 
for how the interactive visuals were placed within the performance space.  
URL Link 1.0. Video demonstrating the role of visual effects triggered by musicians during March 
Entry: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hp3PQstx7-4 
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Performance and Improvisational Process 
 
The duration of section A was 15’ 45” and gradually moved through each harmony. 
Although the live manipulation of electronics was improvised, I had planned in 
rehearsals to gradually increase the tempo (in both Ableton Live and Logic) to reach 
its peak (999 bpm) in the third harmonic structure. I gradually decreased all tempos 
and began to subtract the musical material after the fourth harmony. Although March 
Entry was minimalist in its reduced use of compositional material, it did not capture a 
minimalist aesthetic due to its teleological movement. The Triadic Space Layout was 
identical to November Entry.   
 
The performance commenced with the first harmony being triggered in Ableton Live, 
but with no sound being channelled throughout the space. I introduced one note at a 
time on a BCF2000 controller. As the composition progressed I would improvise 
when to trigger the second, third and fourth chords in diagram 3.1, while improvising 
with the above-mentioned parameters.  
 
The performers consisted of two violinists and a double bassist. The musicians had a 
rehearsal prior to the performance and were given no specific instructions with how to 
improvise. As with September Entry the musicians mostly followed the contour and 
‘flow’ of the music. That is, they followed the timbral, tempo and textural changes in 
the music by mirroring these movements within their improvisations.   
 
 
FINDINGS AND CHALLENGES 
 
March Entry was a pivotal performance during Entry Series, with the subtractive 
compositional approach being adopted in Lady Fanboy and Dancing Squares.   
 
The musicians and audience members remarked that the simplistic compositional 
approach left space, depth and flexibility to create an ideal improvisational 
environment. The sound sources of section A blended with the timbre of the string 
instruments with one musician remarking that the music allowed their instruments to, 
‘do what they do best’. Musicians also noted that the interactive component of the 
pre-composed material meant they weren’t ‘fighting’ with the electronics, as often is 
the case with pre-composed electronic music.  
  
The visuals used in March Entry were ineffective at contributing or provoking 
performative results from the musicians. Audience members remarked that narrative 
based images had no context within the music, and therefore were distracting. 
Although this particular approach to visuals was not used in the final creative output, 
it did lead to innovative discoveries during May Entry that altered the direction of 
research. This will be discussed during the May Entry.  
 
An audience member remarked that I should capture the musicians audio live and 
resample it throughout the performance space. Although I had been averse to this 
approach, it had also been recommended during the November Entry. As such, May 
Entry attempted to process musicians audio live. This will be discussed in the next 
chapter.  
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Section A was successful due to its simplistic approach, unique sound-sculpturing and 
live performative aspect. The improvisational element of the pre-composed 
electronics meant the drone-esque aesthetics were conducive to the musicians’ 
performances. Audiences remarked that the individual perspectives of the musicians 
were also clear and effective.  
 
 
 
 
2.6 MAY ENTRY 
 
May Entry was the most technically challenging and methodologically contrasting 
performance throughout Entry Series. The performance aimed to capture and process 
the musician’s audio live while channelling it through The Triadic Space Layout, as 
this was recommended by audiences and supervisors during the November and March 
Entry performances.  
 
The performance was held at Manor on Manning and consisted of two violins and a 
double bass. The Triadic Space Layout was adopted, with a microphone placed in 
each room to sample and digitally process the audio from the performers before 
sending the signal to adjacent rooms. The audience would hear the perspectives of the 
performers improvising to each other’s processed audio.  
 
It was decided that live audio processing was an artistic direction beyond the scope of 
this dissertation and was not replicated following May entry. However, graphic 
notation was used to facilitate improvisational processes. This approach was 
successful and profoundly impacted the final creative output. This facet of research 
directly influenced Lady Fanboy and Snorkel’s Dark Room and will be the focus of 
discussion in this chapter.   
 
 
The Creative Process 
 
A research question arose when constructing a compositional methodology for live 
audio processing. What exactly would the musicians perform? Previous experiments 
had consisted of pre-composed electronics, and had resulted in the musician’s 
following or complimenting the musical material they were presented with.  
  
A ‘cohesive’ musical environment was desired and as with the audio was being 
sourced entirely from the musicians, a risk existed for musicians to create sonic 
anarchy through their ‘free’ improvisations, which would have been antithetical to the 
aesthetics of ASKEW.  
  
Graphic and traditional notations were written to guide the musicians’ improvisations. 
Section A became the primary influence on my final creative output due its potential 
for broad interpretive scope within defined parameters. Each musician’s unique 
interpretation of graphics was in accordance with my thesis of Perspectivism, and will 
be the focus of analysis.  
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Research and Compositional Influences  
 
When initially sketching improvisational frameworks, a supervisor suggested I 
attempt to craft the notation ‘like an artwork’. On this advice, I commenced research 
into various graphic scores.  
 
Graphic scores that influenced May Entry combined lines, cellular motifs and pictures 
with traditional musical notation. Michael Winter’s 4 Ascents for James Tenney 
(2007) influence various techniques, such as the combination of written notation with 
lines to create drone-esque aesthetics within constructed timeframes (Winter, 2007).  
See score extracts 1.0 and 1.1.  
 
Jeffery Trevino uses circular modules and linear graphs to depict durations and 
teleological movement Binary Experiment for James Tenney (Trevino, 2005). See 
score extract 2.0. Composers such as R. Murray Schafer and Rene Mogensen also 
reinforced my affection for line-based depictions of musical teleology with works 
Snowforms and Expressions No. 2. (Sauer, 2009, pp. 152, 210).  
 
 
Score Extract 1.0. Extract of Michael Winter’s 4 Ascents for James Tenney (Winter, 2007).   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Score Extract 1.1. Extracts of Winter’s 4 Ascents for James Tenney (Sauer, 2009, p. 273) 
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Score extract 2.0 Binary Experiment for James Tenney by Jeffery Trevino (Sauer, 2009, pp. 256 - 257) 
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Threnody: To the victims of Hiroshima: for 52 strings by Krzysztof Penderecki 
(Penderecki, 1961) was the strongest influence on May Entry’s graphic score. 
Penderecki’s combination of traditional with graphic notation, (particularly lines), to 
orchestrate tonal clusters and textures, broadened my understanding for the 
possibilities of guiding musicians to capture certain aesthetics while allowing for an 
interpretive improvisational practice.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Score Extract 3.0. Threnody: To the Victims of Hiroshima: 52 Strings Extract (Penderecki, 1961).  
Lines are used on traditional notation to articulate tonal clusters.  
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The use of lines, symbols and traditional musical notation particularly appealed to me 
in capturing an aesthetic that was both minimalist and textural. Verbally 
communicating improvisational frameworks to musicians within a minimalist 
framework of reference had proved challenging previously, and scores such as 
Threnody utilised tools that could communicate my improvisational ideals efficiently.    
 
 
Score Creation and Compositional Process 
 
Similarly to March Entry I projected a scrolling graphic score onto the walls of each 
room in The Triadic Space Layout. I transcribed my composition on the wall of 
Manor on Manning, filmed the score in real time and then edited the video in a digital 
environment. Images 2.0 consist of photos taken of the graphic composition that was 
too large to capture as a ‘whole’.  
 
Image 2.0. May Entry graphic composition on the wall of Manor on Manning.  The mural was in the 
hallway and no single photo could capture it in its entirety.  
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The score consisted of two movements. Movement one consisted of five chords, (Am, 
Ebsus4, F# (unison note), F#m, Ebm) which marked the beginning of each 
subsection. The musicians were designated one note of each chord, (and one line to 
follow) prior to the performance.  
 
The video-score would begin with the camera remaining still on the first chord for 
one minute, before slowly moving through the score. Lines are drawn from each note 
of the chord and move through various processes and are interpreted/performed by the 
musicians. The lines would bend, become broken, merge into other lines, Etc. A white 
line was edited into the video for the musicians to follow. See image 3.0 for an 
example of the video-score in section A. 
 
After the white line had guided the musicians through the first subsection, the video 
would pause on the second chord for one minute. The musicians would play their 
designated note. When the video began to move through the second subsection, the 
white line would reappear to guide the musicians. This process would be repeated 
throughout Section A.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Img 3.0 Section A of May Entry. A white line guides and synchronises the musicians.  
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Each subsection consists of a particular ‘flavour’ with its approach to line-based 
graphics. The first subsection consisted of mostly ‘straight’ lines that were frequently 
broken. The second had lines moving vertically, merging into other lines and were 
reminiscent of a road map. The third had lines travelling down the wall, suggestive of 
a tree root. The fourth had various dots, circles and angular straight lines. This section 
also contained graphics and textual instructions not found in other subsections, such 
as a box containing the text, ‘There is no right note’, (meant as a parody of jazz 
culture), that encouraged free improvisation. The fifth subsection, after scribbly lines, 
(encouraging fast glissandos), returns to narrow straight lines, essentially repeating 
the opening theme of Section A.  
 
The video of each subsection is filtered with a different colour. See images 3.0 and 
3.1 for examples.  
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Image 3.0. Section A of May Entry extracts.  
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Image 3.1. Section A of May Entry extracts. 
   

 
 
 
The images of each section contain visual effects that are triggered by the musician’s 
audio, but were activated and deactivated at various points during the performance. 
VDMX contains an audio analysis plugin that had been trialed during March Entry 
and facilitated this process. Instructions were given to the musicians as to how they 
should respond to the manipulation of the score via these effects. Image 12.0. shows a 
before and after shot of an effect being triggered by audio.   
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Image 4.0. Audio triggering visual effects in VDMX. 

 
 
 
This aspect of May Entry was less successful and will be discussed in the Findings 
and Challenges section.  
 
The musicians were shown extracts of Threnody to give context to the inspiration 
surrounding the score for May Entry. The following instructions were given to the 
performers in image 13.0.  
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Image 5.0. Musicians’ instructions for May Entry Score 

 
Performance Layout  
 
The technical layout of May Entry differed from all previous performances due to the 
relationship between the musicians, video-score and the audio technology. The audio 
was captured and processed in Ableton Live and then filtered to alternative rooms 
from where it originated. May Entry explored the perspectives of each performer’s 
individual responses to the graphic score. See diagram 5.0 for the May Entry layout. It 
is irrelevant and beyond the scope of the exegesis to describe the technological detail 
of May Entry as it beared no influence on the final creative output.  
 
Two violinists and a double bassist participated in the performance.   

May Entry Instructions!!!
[OVERVIEW]!!
May entry explores graphic composition as a tool to facilitate improvisation/s. The performances of 
the musicians will be sampled live and projected into each room.  !
Section A is inspired by the linear compositional graphics innovated by Penderecki in Threnody.!!
++Section A++!!
This section aims to achieve a drone with variations in harmonic material.  The composition 
consists of lines that develop various chords.  The instructions are as follows: !!
i) The camera/image will focus on a chord.  Pick a note in that chord at sustain it (Bass bottom 

note & violins top notes). Make sure each players note is different. This can be pre-determined 
before the performance. !!

ii) The image will change colour, and chalk lines will be revealed that move away from the chord. A 
horizontal white line will also appear. Follow the white horizontal line as a reference point along the 
chalk lines that appear.  Use the chalk line as a reference point for the note you are playing and 
how to develop the musical material.!!
iii) If the line is thick, or jagged, the player could interpret this to mean that the tone can/is shifting 
by microtones or semitones. If the camera is shaky (as it mostly is due to the filming being done by 
a hand held camera) you can use this as inspiration to ‘shake’ or change the note in subtle ways to 
represent this.  !!
iv) If a line is moving up, this most probably means that you Gliss. to a higher pitch. After a pitch 
glisses up/down, and becomes straight again, play a pitch within the key signature of the drone.!!
V) Gaps in the lines mean gaps in the players performance.!!
vi) Very thick circles that are ‘coloured in’ should indicate a range of tones/pitch classes 
surrounding the original note. Thick lines represent a range of notes/micro tones surround the 
original note. Thin lines should represent the original note. !!
vi) Occasionally the camera will zoom into the score and chalk lines will go off screen. If you’re line 
‘disappears’ off the screen, you could either choose to stop playing, or play another performers 
note. If you don’t remember, an approximate guess will do. !!
vii) When the lines converge on the next chord, repeat this entire process again (i.e., sustain the 
notes in the new chord for as long as the image is on screen). Once the white line has re-
appeared, commence playing again. !!
The lines move through multiple developments.  Ultimately, how the musical interpretation unfolds 
will be up to each player. However, there are some general ‘rules of thumb’ that the composer had 
prior to composing.!!
viii) Throughout the piece, the players will activate fx on each image.  The Fx will have a role in 
guiding what the player interprets from the graphics. However, try and make the fx relational to the 
musical context. For example, if a collage fx comes on and the score fractures across the screen, 
an octave/perfect fifth transposition may be appropriate.  Although the performers are to be 
inspired and guided by the fx, the performer should keep in mind that the primary image is the core 
of the composition, and should be the primary focus. !
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Diagram 5.0. Red lines indicate the audio signal flow between each room Blue lines show each signal 
being filtered through the laptop  
 

 
 
Findings and Challenges 
 
May Entry explored the perspectives of each musician responding to an identical 
graphical score and to each other’s performance. The performance was successful at 
capturing a minimalist aesthetic that emphasised drone and texture. The timbral blend 
between the electronics and instruments was cohesive with the sound being sourced 
from the musician’s performance. The development and continuity of the composition 
was cohesive due to the graphic score guiding the performers.  
 
A supervisor noted that the visual effects, in correspondence with the score, were the 
very effective. Audience members were particularly excited with being able to see the 
composition ‘in the corridor’ before seeing its projection. Although I had expressed 
concern that May Entry had wondered too far from my original thesis, a supervisor 
encouraged me that the minimalist aesthetics were still evident, and the perspectives 
of each performer responding to the same graphic material was engaging.  
 
A few concerns were raised from audience members. A consistently loud volume left 
little contrast for the audiences, and exhausted the double bassist. A performer also 
remarked they would have preferred defined lines to exaggerate the various 
microtonal movements throughout the performance. This led to a discussion regarding 
the possibility for a computer generated graphic score versus a written score on the 
wall. During this discussion a supervisor highlighted a philosophical point, as to 
whether the composition ‘was the performance’, or whether the final creative output 
would be more akin to a classical composition whereby the score could be duplicated 
in another performance environment. In hindsight, I decided that the site-specificity of 
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Askew is due to the separation of the musicians between rooms, and not the nature of 
the graphical score.  
 
An audience member noted that she believed the performers had lost an element of 
‘self expression’ under the guidance of graphic notation. This point, along with the 
lack of scope required to explore the compositional model of May Entry, led me to 
revert to the September and March entries for modelling my final compositional 
output. Graphic notation was fused in with these approaches due to its success and 
will be discussed in chapters 4.2 and 4.4.  
 
May Entry invoked a previous conversation, which highlighted my inability to ‘hear’ 
or ‘experience’ one of my compositions as it is experienced by the audience members 
or musicians. This point particularly impacted my creative process during June Entry 
and will discussed in the next chapter.  
 

 
 

2.7 JUNE ENTRY 
  
June Entry was the final performance of Entry Series and took place at the Metro Arts 
Centre. The two-week residency expanded on compositional techniques developed 
during November and September Entry. During the residency I was forced to confront 
philosophical and logistical issues that were raised in previous performances but 
became explicit when the larger space at the Metro Arts exaggerated components of 
Perspectivism in ASKEW.  
 
Two compositions were performed at the conclusion of each week. The first showing 
was a solo performance that explored the electronic musical component of ASKEW. 
The second performance used the same compositional material but included a Double 
Bassist and two Violinists. 
 
The first composition reappropriated musical techniques from November Entry and 
the second was an adaption of September entry. The first composition was a failed 
experiment, which led me to abandon November Entry’s compositional techniques.  
The second was predictably successful and its techniques were adopted for SWEET 
SWEET and Snorkel’s Dark Room.  
 
Unlike Manor on Manning street, I was unable to monitor the rooms acoustically and 
relied solely on a stereo headphone mix. Research to date had concerned itself with 
the perspectives of audience members and musicians, but had not taken into account 
my own bias as a composer and performer. It was discovered my own perception of 
the performances (through headphones) was completely different to that of the 
audience.  
 
The philosophical and spatial element of June Entry will be the focus of this chapter 
due to its impact on my final creative output.    
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Philosophical Challenges Surrounding Perspectivism in Composition 
 
The Metro Arts supplied three large empty rooms. The distance between each room 
was significantly greater than Manor on Manning, each being sonically isolated from 
the whole performance space. See Diagram 7.0 for space layout.  
 
Diagram 7.0. Triadic Space Layout of June Entry in the Metro Arts Centre.  

 
 
I created exaggerated sub-mixes of my compositions to emphasise multiple sound 
environments within The Triadic Space Layout. This was to compensate for the lack 
of musicians in the first performance that was performed solo. This process involved 
my immersion in the performance spaces for extended periods of time, which altered 
my perception of the compositions considerably, as I could no longer hear the rooms 
as part of a ‘whole’ due to their isolation. When attempting to monitor each room 
through headphones, the overall sound became ‘cluttered’. Alternatively, when the 
music sounded cohesive from my monitoring system, it sounded ‘thin’ and too sparse 
in the rooms.   
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I was forced to ask myself the question: From what perspective will I judge the 
quality of my works? Monitoring from my headphones meant having a distorted and 
un-realistic perception of what was occurring in the performance space. On the other 
hand, attempting to sculpt my composition from experiencing each room meant 
relinquishing control as a composer. It became impossible for me to ‘perfect’ my 
work, in the Metro Arts space, as I could not experience all rooms simultaneously 
from a neutral position.  
 
I attempted to overcome this ‘problem’ by listening to each room for the entire 
duration of each composition. This strategy however, wrapped the same ‘issue’ up in 
a different question. Was the composition the combination of each individual room, 
or three different sound environments in a performance space? If I was attempting to 
create alternative sonic environments, then why shouldn’t I be extreme and create 
music in three spaces throughout a city?! This exaggerated question attempts to 
highlight a point: What am I trying to achieve through fracturing these Perspectives? 

These questions represent two contrasting approaches to the exploration of 
Perspectivism. The first is to highlight the musician’s personal responses 
(improvisations) to musical stimuli by ‘fracturing’ a composition between three 
spaces using surround sound panning tools. This method creates no explicitly 
differentiated sound environments but does create various delayed, phasing and 
hocketing effects that are heard between each room. The second method is using sub-
mixes to create contrasting musical environments that [almost] could be self-
contained. I titled this approach ‘sonic environmental Perspectivism’.  

The abovementioned points all stress a central question: What does it mean to explore 
Perspectivism in music? Does it mean fracturing individual musical components to be 
heard in isolation, with priority given to how differently the rooms sound? Does it 
mean creating a psycho-musical experiment where audience members witness the 
responses of individual musicians to identical musical material in a pseudo-scientific 
experiment? Is the final goal to create a work that is ‘aesthetically pleasing’ or to have 
audience members experience the multiple perspectives of a space regardless of its 
end results? It became apparent that regardless of what facet of Perspectivism I chose, 
I must relinquish control of something!  

Following June Entry I began to consolidate Entry Series experiments and decide the 
objective of exploring Perspectivism in music. The decisions and compositional 
approaches adopted can be found in chapter 2.1. 
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Appendix B: Researched Composers 
 
 
  COMPOSER COMPOSITION 
Louis Andriessen De Staat (1972 – 75) 

 
Hocketing (1976) 
 

Andrew Chubb Motion one (1998) 
John Adams Shaker Loops (1977-78) 

 
Phrygian Gates (1977-78) 
 
Light Over Water (1983)  

Michael Gordon Four Kings Fight Five (1998)  
 
Thou Shalt!/Thou Shalt Not! (1983) 

Michael Nyman String Quartets 1-4  
 

Julia Wolfe Cruel Sister (2004) 
Fuel (2007) 

David Lange How To Pray (2002) 
Cheating, Lying Stealing (1993) 
 

Peter Albringer Augmented Study (2012) 
Simon James Phillips Chair (2013) 
Rafael Anton Isisarri The Unintentional Sea (2013) 
Paul Dresher Night Songs/Channels Passing (1984) 
Lois V Vierk Red Shift IV (1989) 
Arvo Pärt Tabula Rasa (1977) 

 
Für Alina (1978) 

Paul Dresher & Ned Rothenberg Opposites Attract (1991)  
Pauline Oliveros A Little Noise in the System (Moog 

System) (1967) 
Terry Riley In C (1964) 

 
Rainbow in Curved Air (1969) 
 
Oslon III (1966) 

Philip Glass Music in Contrary Motion (1969) 
 
Music in twelve parts (1971-74)  
 
Strung Out (1967) 
 
 

La Monte Young 
The Tortoise, his dreams and journeys 
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(1964-) 

Well Tuned Piano (1964-) 
Poem for Tables, Chairs, Benches, e.c.t 
(1960) 
 
For Brass (1957) 
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Appendix C: SWEET SWEET 
 

SWEET SWEET sample library for Sampler Loop.  

 

SAMPLED INSTRUMENT KEYBOARD MIDI TRIGGER 

Bass Drum B0 

Enjoy Sample 01 C1 

Enjoy Sample 02 C#1 

Enjoy Sample 03 D1 

Enjoy Sample 04 D#1 

Enjoy Sample 05 E1 

Enjoy Sample 06 F1 

Enjoy Sample 07 F#1 

Enjoy Sample 08 G1 

Enjoy Sample 09 G#1 

Enjoy Sample 10 A1 

Enjoy Sample 11 A#1 

Enjoy Sample 12 B1 

Snare Roll C2 

High Glitch D2 

Arpeggiated Electro-filtered Cymbal E2 

Stretch Bass-Cymbal Drone F2 

High Glitch 2 G2 

Hi Glitch 3 A2 

Short Glitch 1 B2 

Short Glitch 2 C3 

Short Glitch 3 D3 
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Scraping Metal E3 – B3 

Gong/Radio signal C4 – F4 

Lamenta Sample  F#4 – D#5 

Chain Saw E5 – C6 

Welding C#6 – F6 

Vacuum Cleaner D#0 – F#0 
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Appendix D: Snorkel’s Dark Room 
 
 
Instrument list 
 
INSTRUMENT PLUGINS ROOM 
Vacuum Cleaner Sampler 
1 

Delay, Chorus, Quad 
Delay, Matched Cabinet, 
Eq, Phaser, Tube 
Compression 

1 

Vacuum Cleaner Sampler 
2 

Compression, Amplifier, 
Twin Delay, Delay 

1 

Vacuum Cleaner Sampler 
3 

Delay, Chorus, Quad 
Delay, Matched Cabinet, 
Eq, Phaser, Tube 
Compression 

1 

Vacuum Cleaner Sampler 
4 

Eq, Chorus/Flanger, Quad 
Delay, Reverb  

1 

Vacuum Cleaner Sampler 
5 

Eq, Chorus/Flanger, Quad 
Delay, Reverb 

1 

Vacuum Cleaner Sampler 
6 

Gain, Compression, 
Chorus, Quad Delay, 
guitar cabinet, Eq, Phaser, 
Tube Compressor,  

2 

Vacuum Cleaner Sampler 
7 

Compression, Amplifier, 
Twin Delay, Delay 

2 

Vacuum Cleaner Sampler 
8 

Delay, Chorus, Quad 
Delay, Matched Cabinet, 
Eq, Phaser, Tube 
Compression 

2 

Vacuum Cleaner Sampler 
9 

Eq, Chorus/Flanger, Quad 
Delay, Reverb 

2 

Vacuum Cleaner Sampler 
10 

Eq, Chorus/Flanger, 
Chorus, Quad Delay, 
Reverb 

2 

Vacuum Cleaner Sampler 
11 

Delay, Chorus, Quad 
Delay, Matched Cabinet, 
Eq, Phaser, Tube 
Compression 

3 

Vacuum Cleaner Sampler 
12 

Compression, Amplifier, 
Twin Delay, Delay 

3 

Vacuum Cleaner Sampler 
13 

Delay, Chorus, Quad 
Delay, Matched Cabinet, 
Eq, Phaser, Tube 
Compression 

3 

Vacuum Cleaner Sampler 
14 

Eq, Chorus/Flanger, Quad 
Delay, Reverb 

3 

150 bpm Electronic Drums Delay Surround Sound Panning 
150 bpm Electronic Drums Guitar Amp, Eq, Pitch Surround Sound Panning 
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Pedal, Spring Verb, Auto 
Filter.  

 
 
 
 
Snorkel’s Dark Room instructions  
 
Snorkel’s Dark Room is temporally linear and combines pre-composed electronics 
with graphic scores. Lasting 17’ 30”, the piece commences at 20 bpm and slowly 
evolves to 999 bpm. Snorkel’s Dark Room is written for the Triadic Performance 
Space Layout and orchestrated for two violins and a double bassist, although any 
bowed four-string instruments could potentially perform.  
 
Each room contains three speakers that project different harmonic material to each 
performer (see Table 2.0). Each harmony is a palindromic sequence, resulting in the 
overall harmony of the performance space being stagnant, although each room’s 
harmony continually evolves. See Table 1.0.   
 
 
 
Table 1.0.  
 
SECTION TIME  DURATION 
Section A 00:00 – 10:48 10’ 48” 
Section B 10:48 - 13:33 2’ 45” 
Section C 13:33 – 15:11 1’ 38” 
Section D 15:11 – 16:22 1’ 11” 
Section E 16:22 - 17:30  1’ 08” 
 
 
 
Table 2.0.  
 
ROOM SECTION A SECTION B SECTION C SECTION D SECTION E 

A Am7add2 D#m7add2 Cm7Add2 D#m7add2 A5 
B D#m7add2 Cm7Add2 Am7add2 Cm7Add2 D#5 
C Cm7Add2 Am7add2 D#m7add2 Am7add2 Cm5 
 
 
The electronic sound source for the pre-composed electronics is a prepared vacuum 
cleaner, whereby a magazine was stuffed in the main tube to create minor fluctuations 
in pitch. Although the harmonic material is tonally centred, the source material 
creates microtonal fluctuations. A section accentuates this feature due to its length. 
The latter sections become more ‘tonal’ due to the increased tempo.  
 
 
PERFORMANCE:  
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Snorkel’s dark room aims to:  
 

a) Facilitate each performers interpretation of the graphic score within 
guidelines;  

b) To highlight the harmonic perspectives in the performance environment 
c) To use graphics as a method of fusing dissonance, micro-tonality and blatant 

tonality. 
 
 
A scrolling graphic score accompanies the pre-composed electronics and is identical 
for each performer. The performers are to strictly adhere to the line, which 
synchronises each musician throughout The Triadic Space Layout. Please familiarise 
yourself with the score at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iaRTvq98XSg.  
 
Unless indicated, the performers should improvise dynamics. Musicians should 
however attempt to blend with the electronics, performing amplified with heavy 
reverb or a slight delay.  
 
The vertical layout indicates the range of pitches capable on the instrument. Image 1.0 
is an example of notes performed in high, middle and low registers. The performers 
improvise the precise pitches.   
 
As with all ASKEW performances, the individual interpretations and perspectives of 
each performer are prioritised. It is however desired that the performers attempt to 
achieve the abovementioned goals within their performances, particularly C.  
 
Graphics are to be interpreted ‘literarily’, with the exception of the bridge between 
section D and E that will be discussed below.  

 
 

Image 1.0 

 
 
 
 
The Following graphics are contained within the score 
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  = Play a ‘tonally centred’ note.  
 

 = Pitch sustained 
 

  = Dynamics 
 

=  Open string 
 

 = A faded circle indicates a harmonic.  
 

  = Dots indicate short staccato notes. Pizz is recommended, but not necessary.  
 

= Curved lines indicate subtle microtonal fluctuations in pitch 
 

 = Exaggerated curved lines indicate abrupt Glissandos.  
 

= Tremolo crescendo marking 
 

= Bartok / abrupt Pizz.  
 

 = A sudden Gliss., with pitch stabilizing.  
 

 = The first Glissando, uses tremolo, with the second glissando non-tremolo.  
 

 = Arppegiate marking. This occurs over double, triple and quadruple stops.  
 
 

 = Multiple lines indicate multiple notes.  
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= A sharp muted arco strike, similar to ‘chopping’ technique.  
 
 

 = Play random loud pizzicato with left hand.  
 
 

= A single ‘tonal’ note suddenly becoming a tonal cluster glissando.  
 

 = Boxed letters indicate key centres. Minor keys should be natural.  Top box = Room 1. 
Middle = Room 2. Bottom = Room 3.  
 
 
 

 = Decrescendo 
  
 

= One stable accompanied by grace notes.  
 
 
 
 
Section D & E 
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Although most sections are self-explanatory, the final bridging of section D & E is to 
be interpreted less literarily than previous sections. The performers should 
conceptualise the following mantra in their minds:  
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Snorkel’s Dark Room macro-score
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Snorkel’s Dark Room scrolling graphic score (graphic) 
 
URL:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iaRTvq98XSg 
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Appendix E: Dancing Squares 
 
Instrument Library 
 

INSTRUMENT SOUND LIBRARY EFFECTS 

Piano 1 East West (Symphony 
Orchestra) 

Reverb, Chorus 

Piano 2 East West (Symphony 
Orchestra) 

Delay, Grain Delay 

Percussion Bells 1  East West (The Dark 
Side) 

Chorus, Delay, Studio 
Reverb 

Percussion Bells 2 East West (The Dark 
Side) 

Chorus, Delay, Studio 
Reverb 

Percussion Bells 3 East West (The Dark 
Side) 

Chorus, Delay, Studio 
Reverb 

Percussion Bells 4 East West (The Dark 
Side) 

Chorus, Delay, Studio 
Reverb 

Percussion Bells 5 East West (The Dark 
Side) 

Chorus, Delay, Studio 
Reverb 

Percussion Bells 6 East West (The Dark 
Side) 

Chorus, Delay, Studio 
Reverb 

Voices Soundscapes Library Spring Reverb, Grain Delay 

Binary Choirs  Soundscapes Library Delay, Guitar Cabinet, Tape 
Echo 

Bit Throat Soundscapes Library Compressor, Eq 

Bit Throat Soundscapes Library Compressor, Eq 

Voices Soundscapes Library TransAmp, Guitar Cabinet, 
Noise Reducer 

Binary Choirs  Soundscapes Library Bass Cabinet, Phaser,  
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Panning speeds of the rhythmic instruments 

 

INSTRUMENT  PANNING SPEED 

Piano 1 1/1D: Two times every three bars 

Piano 2 1/1: Once per bar 

Percussion Bells 1 1/2D: Once every three crotches 

Percussion Bells 2 1/1T: Three times every two bars 

Percussion Bells 3 1/2: Twice per bar 

Percussion Bells 4 1/1D: Two times every three bars 

Percussion Bells 5 1/1: Once per bar 

Percussion Bells 6 1/2D: Once every three crotches 
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Appendix F: Lady Fanboy 
  
 
Instruments 
 
Treble room instrument tracks and effects 
 
 TRACK 

1 
TRACK 
2 

TRACK 
3 

TRACK 4 TRACK 5 TRACK 
6 

INSTRUMENT Bit Throat Butchers 
Blade 

Halo Pad Violin 
(Soundscapes) 

Crits 
(Soundscapes) 

Bit Throat 

EFFECTS Delay Granular 
Delay 

Eq, 
Spring 
Reverb & 
Chorus 

Matched 
[guitar] 
cabinet, Eq 

Guitar cabinet 
(distortion) 

Non. 

 
 
Middle room instrument tracks and effects 
 
 TRACK 1 TRACK 2 TRACK 3 TRACK 4 TRACK 5 TRACK 6 
INSTRUMENT Bit Throat Violin 

(East West) 
Eleanor 
Keys & 
Granular 

Distorted 
Organ & 
Warm Pad 

Solo Violin 
& Notes 
Kaoss 

Guitars on 
Mars &  

EFFECTS Delay EQ Filter, 
Delay, 
Guitar 
Cabinet 

Distortion LFO, auto 
filter and 
delay 

Delay and 
Spring 
Verb 

Distortion 
& Delay 

 
 
Bass room instrument tracks and effects 
 
 TRACK 1 TRACK 

2 
TRACK 
3 

TRACK 4 TRACK 5 TRACK 6 

INSTRUMENT Violin 
(Soundscapes) 

Sarangi & 
Cello 

French 
Horn 

Didgeridoo 
& Butchers 
Blade 

Pacemaker 
& Spawn 

Organ and 
Vox 
Continential 

EFFECTS Delay Bass 
cabinet, 
Auto 
Filter, 
Vocoder, 
Reverb 

Chorus & 
Delay 

Delay and 
bass 
Cabinet 

Non Bass 
Cabinet 

 
 
Sub bass instrument track and effects. This track is a part of the bass room.  
 
 TRACK 1 
INSTRUMENT Sub bass 
EFFECTS Delay, Studio 

Reverb, 
Guitar 
cabinet, 
Skreamer 
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Lady Fanboy macro-score pages 1-3.  
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Harmonic layout of sections A - F of Lady Fanboy 
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Instructions for Musicians 
 
 
Lady Fanboy combines pre-composed electronics with improvising musicians, which 
read from scores that combine graphic and traditional notation. It contains six 
movements, each with a specific static harmony. Each pitch within the pre-composed 
electronics has a unique sonic and rhythmic quality. Each movement contains a 
contrasting score that describes the pitches and performance/improvisational 
approaches of each movement.  
 
Lady Fanboy is cyclically composed, meaning that each movement is repeated 
indefinitely. The graphics describe set parameters including pitch contour, tremolo 
rate/s, dynamics and extended techniques. The performers are encouraged to evolve 
their interpretation of each graphic motif after each cycle. 
 
 
 
Performance 
 
The performance takes place in the Triadic Performance Space Layout (i.e., three 
rooms).  
 
A laptop/electronics performer will control the pre-composed electronics, including 
the duration of each movement and the preset dynamic sequences. The scores are are 
projected onto the walls of each room for the performer and audience to observe.  
 
To capture performance ‘flow’, the graphic notations will NOT be triggered in sync 
with each new movement, to give the composition a sense of continual evolution. If a 
new section is triggered while the performers are in the middle of a previous motif, 
they are to finish the motif before continuing to the next theme.  
 
The pre-composed electronics continuously fade in and out during the performance. It 
is essential that performers use these ‘waves’ of dynamics to guide the phrasing of the 
motifs in each score. A ‘rule of thumb’ is to play one motif within the graphic score 
for every volume ‘wave’ (i.e., crescendo à decrescendo). Essentially, the aim is to 
create a static aesthetic, whereby the pre-composed electronics and the graphic scores 
blend with each other.  
 
Performers should match the intensity of the electronics. Hard bowing techniques are 
recommended. Remember that you can hear yourself louder than the audience, so 
compensate for this! All instruments should be amplified with reverb fx where 
possible.  
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Graphics Legend 
 
 
 
 
 
Image 1. Improvise short percussive sounds.  
This can be achieved through any means necessary. Avoid the  
hair side of the bow. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Image 2. Tremolo crescendoing symbol.   
All bowing techniques permissible.  
Scratchy or harsh textures encouraged.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Image 3. Curved line indicates pitch bending. Straight lines indicate  
original pitch. The up curve indicates sharpening the pitch,  
while the down curve represents flattening the pitch.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Image 4. Improvise dynamics. Avoid tremolo technique. All  
other techniques permissible.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Image 5. The symbol below indicates a striking of the instrument.  
The performer can choose how to achieve this. 
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Image 6. Pluck string.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
Image 7. Play grace notes  
alongside the core note  
indicated. These can be  
chosen by the individual  
performer. 

 
 
 
 
 
Movement 1 
 
Movement 1 is a homophonic drone. Pre-composed electronics and musicians will play 
(sounding) A above middle C. The graphic score illustrates the cyclical nature of the drone. 
Focus your attention to hearing ‘inside’ the sound. Hear the environment you are playing in. 
Focus on your breathing and acoustic environment. With each breath, slightly alter your 
bowing technique. You may want to roll your bow 360 degrees for your bow to evolve into 
Col Legno and Arco. Other bowing techniques are permissible.  
 
Experiment with the variety of sounds you can produce while respecting the static nature of 
section A.  
 
 
Section A Score. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Movement 2 
 
This movement is in C natural minor. The pitches are notated in the middle of the score, 
while various textures are notated in modules around the score. Note, the crescendo graphics, 
(notated at the top of the page) are the primary graphic to be used.  Do NOT erratically 
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change between each module, as to disrupt temporal stasis. The secondary extended 
techniques are provided as so musicians can interact with the ‘environmental sounds’.  
 
 
 
E.g., Violin 1 Section B Score.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Movement 3 
 
Movement 3 is in Eb natural minor. It contains three notes, with the clef written in the center. 
Each note is connected via a tremolo crescendo marking or a line that indicates microtonal 
movement. When this line splits, you can create more notes. Begin with the top note. Try to 
establish each pitch before you continue. Try and sculpt each passage between the notes with 
the dynamics of the pre-composed electronics.  
 
The performer may interpret:  
 

• The duration of each note, crescendo or pitch bend sequence;  
• The exact volume and;  
• How ‘vigorously’ to perform.  

 
 
E.g., Violin 1 Section C Score 
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Movement 4 
 
Lines are drawn to indicate a sharpened or flattened evolution of the original pitch. Establish 
the pitch prior to moving along the lines. Initially play one note at a time. Once a line is 
complete, pause and begin again. The musicians can determine the dynamics and duration of 
each cycle. However, interpret the lines literally with regards to the exact pitches the lines 
curve to on the stave. As the piece evolves, performers MAY want to play more than one 
note.   
 
Conceptualise each note as a breath or phrase. Focus on taking a deep breath upon 
commencing each pitch. Once you have finished a phrase, pause before taking another breath. 
Experiment with fast and slow duration's of each note.  
 
 
Image 4.0. Violin.1 score.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Movement 5 
 
Movement 5 is an additive pitch process. Pitches are outlined in a pentagon. Dots connected 
via lines direct the performers as to the pitch sequence. Performers should begin playing the 
pitch that has one dot underneath it (located at the top of the score). The performer can 
interpret the duration to which he/she moves through each sequence. The pitch sequence for 
each performer is 1, 1-2, 1-2-3, 1-2-3-4, 1-2-3-4-5.  
 
Graphics are placed between each note to indicate how a player may perform each note 
before arriving at the next one. It is not essential to play these graphics. Do NOT play 
graphics or techniques that are not on the score.  
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Image 5.0. Violin 1 Score 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Movement 6 
 
 
Section F is in C# natural minor. Pitches are indicated in modules that are placed in a cyclical 
map. Between each module, lines and graphics indicate techniques to evolve the original 
pitch before arriving at the proceeding module. The key signature and any octave 
transposition are transcribed in the center, with the exception of the double bass score.  
 
Performers can improvise the duration in which they move through the map.  
 
 
 
 
Image 6.0. Violin 1 Score 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


